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A PICTURE RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.

ON ITALY'S FRONT ABOVE THE CLOUDS.—The new
Austrian offensive against Italy is likely to be met with as
strenuous a resistance as the German effort for Verdun. Italian
artillery is among the finest to be found on any front, and

Edited by J. A. HAMMERTON

already has caused tremendous losses in the enemy ranks.
This impressive r hotog raph shcws a powerful Italian gun and.
cupola still enshrouded in the snow and belonging to a battery
commanding an advanced position of considerable ait:tude.
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THE BLUNDERS OF THE GERMANS
It is a very salutary and essential function of criticism to expose
to us the shortcomings of our own war leaders, so that in a
democratic country such as ours the national will to win may be
successfully imposed upon the authorities who are, with us,
instruments in effecting that national will, and not, as with the
Germans, irresponsible dictators. The force of public criticism
has already done much to put our house in order, the blunders
of those in authority have been rigorously laid bare, so far as the
exceptional circumstances of the time have permitted, and to-day
the cause for which the whole Empire is fighting is the more hopeful
as a result of this cleansing process.
At the same time, it is not unprofitable that we British people,
with whom this habit of self-criticism exists in greater degree
than with any other race, should remember that our leaders are
not the only ones who have blundered. If the German Grand
Staff, of whose precision in organisation and strategy we have
heard so much, had been as nearly perfect as we have been led

to believe, the war would have been finished long ago and the
Allies thoroughly beaten ! The truth of the matter is that the
Germans have blundered quite as seriously as the Allies. But
for their blunders, Paris might have been in their possession
eighteen months ago, Calais and Boulogne also, and their efforts
against Great Britain would have been much more deadly in
consequence.
It has occurred to me, therefore, that the readers of THE WAR
ILLUSTRATED will be interested in a set of three articles dealing
with these blunders of the Germans. I have asked three expert
writers to show us in what respects our enemies have gone wrong,
and how we have profitel by their errors. Mr. Sidney Low, M.A.,
the well-known publicist, will discuss the blunders of their
diplomacy ; Major Redway, the eminent military critic, the
mistakes of the German Grand Staff ; and Commander Carlyon
Bellairs, RN., M.P., will deal with the naval futilities of the enemy.
—EDITOR.

How German Military Plans Have Failed
By Major George W. Redway
The Eminent Military Critic
IVE generations of Prussians have been bred to arms.
Their leaders in war and teachers of the military art
are world-renowned. For fifty years the genius
of Moltke was dedicated to the service of the Prussian
Army, and he with Roon, the War Minister, and Bismarck,
the master of policy, formed the triumvirate that crushed
in turn Austria and France what tune the present ruler
of Germany was a schoolboy.
Forty years of peace were then devoted to preparatiel
for the next war ; the growth of Krupp's gun factory was
watched with fond eyes by the military caste, and the
Prussian Military System became the last word in
centralisation; for the Kaiser, as legal head of the Army,
disposes of the Military Cabinet, the Ministry of War, the
General Staff, and the Corps Commanders. Like another
Louis XIV. or Napoleon, this absolute monarch seemed
to have the world at his feet, but in character he is an
" impulsif," according to his former Chief of Staff, Von
Schlieffen, and in the opinion of another close observer,
General Bonnal, he is a " velleitaire," whose volition is
constitutionally defective.
Now it is a precept in war that policy and strategy should
keep step, and when Austria and Getmany had agreed to
assail Russia and France it was the obvious policy of the
Central Powers to keep Great Britain out of the field, a
stroke easily managed by avoiding Belgian territory.

F

The Primary and Capital Error
This was not -done. Strategy overruled policy on the plea
of military necessity, stating on August 4th, 1914, that the
German Army was " exposed to French attack across
Belgium " and that it was for Germany ".a question of
life or death to prevent a French advance," Yet France
had given assurance on this, head a week before, and it was
evident that a defensive organisation of the German
frontier between Aix-la-Chapelle and Thionville would have
checked any such enterprise. Moreover, a French invasion
of Belgium Would have me ited attack in the rear from King
Albert's Army. Actually, the Frendi commander made
no move northwards until the direction of the German
advance had disclosed the Kaiser's plan, and even then his
first efforts were directed against Alsace-Lorraine.
So
their western campaign opened with a military blunder of
the first magnitude on the part of the German Staff.
The French were beaten in Alsace on August 7th, and a
fortnight later were defeated in Lorraine. Why, then, did
we not see a deployment of the German main army on the
line selected by Moltke in 1870 ? There are a score of
first-class roads between Switzerland and Luxemburg,
besides the Rhine-Rhone and the Rhine-Marne canals,
and even across the Vosges between the Donon and the
Hartmannsweilerkopf are half a dozen mountain railways.
The front extends from Longwy to Belie for one hundred

and fifty miles, and a strategical deployment screened: by
the Vosges, protected by the fortresses of Strassburg and
Metz with the Rhine as a lateral communication, could
hardly be bettered.
'_Tow the Germans put into the field between August *nd
and October 4th no fewer than fifty-two corps and ten
cavalry divisions, and such a force concentrated in AlsaceLorraine our neighbours Would have found it hard to withstand, in the absence of that moral support which was
afforded by the vanguard of the British Army, and lacking
the breathing space which Belgium's gallant defence
afforded them. It was Moltke's saying that mistakes
in the original massing of the armies can hardly be retrieved
in the whole course of a campaign," and the resolve of the
Kaiser to assemble his main army in Belgium was the first
step towards his undoing. Nor was this capital error
redeemed by the subsequent proceedings.
Lost Chance to Annihilate Prance
Napoleon's maxim for invaders still holds good "The
primary objective against which we must direct all our
efforts is the enemy's main army." Indeed, Goltz calls
this " the first principle of the modern conduct of war."
General Joffrc's forces at the end of August were distributed
in three groups—the right wing was near Nancy, still sore
from the trouncing it had received at the Battle of
Morchingen ; the central mass (ten corps) was north of
Verdun across the Meuse ; and a third group, the Ieft
wing, stood on the line Conde-Mons-Charleroi on both
sides of the Sambre. But the gaps between these armies
were enormous, and, moreover, they were in echelon—that
is to say, the left wing was seventy-five miles north-west
and the right wing fifty miles south-east of the centre.
Never was such an opportunity for destroying piecemeal the
parts of a divided front. Moreover, the French generalissimo
on August aoth had ordered his centre and left to go forward
and attack. Their lack of real offensive power is indicated
by General Joffre's objurgations upon " divisions ill engaged,
rash deployments, and precipitate retreats, a prernattire
waste of men, and, finally, the inadequacy of certain of
our troops and their leaders." He removed two of the
three army commanders concerned, We can imagine how
Napoleon would have manoeuvred against these forces
to keep them in position, or draw them on by a feigned
retreat as at .Austerlitz, the better to smash them on gaining
their flank or rear, and so finish the campaign at a stroke.
But the German commander—the " impuLsff "—rushed
the discomfited Allies off the field as if to pursue an enemy
before he had beaten him. General Joffre's four armies
thus escaped to the Seine, where the strategic reserves
became available. Marshal Hindenburg bungled matters
in the same fashion in Poland when the Grand Duke was
nearly enveloped, and so did Marshal Mackensen in Serbia,
oete,,?ed ova 7r55e 351.
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Allied Action with Bayonet, Bomb and Mine

This is one of the most thrilling photographs ever taken from a first—line British trench. Et depicts our infantry dashing forward
to attack a German trench with the bayonet after throwing smoke—bombs, and so forming a covering white cloud.

Inside a captured mine crater, giving a graphic idea of the amount of earth displaced by the explosion of a land mine. Directly a
crater is occupied by the infantry and cleared of the debris of battle, it is fortified and transformed into a strong trench, while
sappers commence fresh mining operations, as shown in this photograph.
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cast of Soissons between Crony and Vregny. IL-was one
BLUNDERS -OF THE GERMANS 'cgid.AT
of those local enterprises of which the Allies have been
Indeed, the German leaders seem incapable of any finesse, perhaps a little too fond, and on this occasion the counterthey possess no military tact, and fail to understand that attack
Nvas promptly delivered. In the course of the
without it " the enemy's main army " cannot be brought
fighting a flood carried away all the bridges save one, and
to book. The late Marshal von der Goltz alone has effected the trench on the north bank, cut off from support for
a strategic coup : it is the author of " The Conduct of War " several days, should have become the prize of the enemy
whom we have to thank for General Townshend's " Sedan."
whom fortune had so signally favoured. But to the
In rapid sequence to these two military blunders in the
astonishment of the French Staff, the redoubtable Von
opening campaign came a third one—namely, the Kaiser's
Kluck took no steps to exploit the situation, and eventually
decision to fortify the line between the Meuse and the Oise,.
General Castelnau's troops recrossed the river with the
and thus renounce the field operations in which a real
Joss of a few guns, a mile of ground, and, of course, the
general with a real army finds the means of decisive victory.
casualties due to a week's hard fighting. The town of
Movement is the law of strategy," says General Foch, Soissons remained in French hands, as well as the bridge
and to resort to the spade within 75 miles of Paris was a
at Venizal,
German confession of weakness which put new heart into
Indecision at Loos and Verdun
the Allies. At first, no doubt, the intention was to make the
Another fair field for German enterprise presented itself
entrenched force a pivot of manoeuvre for other operations
to the north and west of Paris. But part of the Kaiser's at the end of September, 1915, when the Allies had spent
army—about three corps—was still involved in the Belgian themselves in a series of violent assaults at Loos and
adventure, and it became necessary to strip the Alsace- Souchez in Artois, and at Souain in Champagne. At this
Lorraine theatre of the troops of the Prince of Bavaria. juncture the German Staff had no higher tactical inspiration
These attempted at the end of September, 1914, between than to meet the shock by a local counter-attack, which
Arras and Compiegne, to secure Amiens, but the German recovered only a portion of the lost ground at a prodigious
advance was again arrested, and again the spade was called cost. But it is by the application of force to the points
into services Meanwhile, the army of occupation in where the enemy is feeble that great victories are WOD
Belgium had allowed _ jig Albert's forces and the British and on this occasion the German Staff, after locating our
marine division to slip through its fingers and block the line concentration, had the advantage which is held by the
second hand at cards.
of the Yser.
It is perhaps early to pronounce upon the Kaiser's
Germans Resort to DiaLolical Aid
New Year enterprise at Verdun, but after two months-.of
The Duke of Wfirtembera 's army was now brought secret preparation and sixteen weeks' fighting, his gain is
from the Meuse and, together
b with that of the Prince of
not great in territory, and' his operations have been least
Bavaria and General von Fabeck's three corps, began what
successful on the left, or west, bank of the Meuse, where
was called by the German Press the " Battle of Calais."
alone any strategic advantage could be reaped. However,
Their attack died away at Ypres after desperate fighting,
it is not too late for the German Staff to retrieve the elm
and the operation demonstrated that, unit for unit, the
in their original dispositions, which has resulted in colossal
Allies had the whip-land of their opponents. The spade
losses and a waste of time which General P5taif ha,
was once more requisitioned. In this manner the flower of
doubtless turned to profit. The fantastic statement of 'ate
the German Army, the product of half a century's preBerliner Tageblatt "—that twenty-five German divisions
paration, and directed by a General Staff which on a
have been opposed by fifty-one French divisions at Verdun—
peace footing numbered five hundred picked officers, found
would, if true, convict the German Staff of incredible follyits level in the west. Upon the whole we may say that it
in venturing to attack a fortress with a force fifty per cent.
fared little better in the east, but reticence at Russian
weaker than the garrison.
Headquarters prevents any useful discussion of the
Miscalculation and False Suppositien
campaigns in Poland.
The," brain " of the German Army having failed to evolve
The militarists used to tell us that a standing army was
an effective strategy in the Meuse campaign, and German maintained as the instrument of tine national will; to
tactics proving inadequate at the first Battle of Flanders, perform certain technical services of which the civilian
the Kaiser's evil genius prompted him to exploit the has no knowledge or for which he is otherwise unfitted.
resources of chemical science in aid of gun and howitzer, We were assured that the metier of trained soldiers was to
bayonet and bullet. For tine vaunted skill of his generals he settle a national dispute promptly by force of arms, to
substituted the humble talent of a professor in pneumatics. convince the enemy of the futility of further _resistance,
Simple forms of gas producers were constructed during and end the war while their compatriots got on with their
the winter of 1914-15 behind the German lines, and so work in the world. But we shall listen to no such doctrine
well was the secret kept that towards the end of April, in `future. The Prussian. Staff, adopting the theories of
near Ypres, the Emperor 'William was able to witness a Bernhardi, plunged into war on the supposition that the
four-Mile breach in the French defences made without Aran/pi France would be lacking in discipline, that the Army
firing a shot. Asphyxiating gas ,had been pumped into ofGreat Britain was a negligible quantity, and that the Army
the trenches of the Turcos and Zouoves in order to suffocate of Russia was iafected with sedition. The German troops
or poison them ; and those who contrived -to escape to the employed to vindicate these opinions had lost one and threerear were found gasping for breath, and vainly trying to quarter million men—exclusive of a million "slightly
gain relief by vomiting.
unded "— at- the end of April, 1916.
•
I(Iuck Fails on the Aisne
The German Army has completely discredited the
By this abominable device the Germans secured an profession of arms, since it attained no permanent success
opportunity to acquire the Pas de Calais—the Department when at its maximum of efficiency, and then, having sought
which includes the ports of Boulogne, Calais, and Dunkirk— out many inventions, was hoist with its own petard. It
to hem "King Albert's Army against the coast, compel his was the failure of the German Army and Prussian Staff
surrender, and then annex Belgium. For such an occasion to achieve the aims of the Kaiser that brought into the
at least twenty corpse including four of cavalry, had been field, the German nation in arms " and its sympathisers,
assigned to the Flanders front by the German Staff—more and this development has compelled the Allies to oppose
than double the force employed by Moltke to defeat them with every fit man of military age. And there the
13aaaine—and Yet nothing was accomplished. History will matter stands to-day. Taken in bulk, all the armies arc
ask the reason why. Meanwhile, the various units of the now citizen armies—improvised soldiers—and man for man,
Allies which stepped into the gap at the critical moment— perhaps, as snipers, bomb-throwers and what-not, they do
notably the Canadian division on the right of the French as well as one another, But the " nation in arms' is
—may plume themselves on having inspired in the hampered already by fighting at a distance from its own
aggressors a wholesome fear of treatment not less efficacious frontiers, and will experience month by month the-graver
though more soldierly than that which had quite literally disabilities arising from a diminished trade and—unless our
opened the road to Calais—to Calais in three easy statistics are at fault--a depleted treasury and a decline in
marches ! So near and yet so far.
man-power. Moreover, it has 3-et to feel the worst effects
Meanwhile, the French Army on the Aisne had launched of awakening, in the twenty-second month of the war,
an attack upon the enemy holding a protcan to the north- the fighting spirit of its most formidable antagonist,
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Brave Munsters Reply to German Insults

immediately after the news of the Dublin rebellion reached
the German lines, placards appeared in the enemy trenches
opposite the Munsters bearing taunting messages to the effect
that English soldiers were shooting Irish women in Dublin. The
insult so enraged the Munsters that a nocturnal raid on the

placards was organised. The first attempt was discovered by
searchlights, and several brave Irishmen were shot down by
machine—guns. The Munsters, however, were not.to be denied;
they made a second dash, scattered the Germans right and
left, and brought the placards back in triumph.
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AL.—.The Yal. Canal wilt go down to
poeterity as the Shahs) Ot ettirhe 611 the Mast ghastly righting in the great wet. Frequently
durintethe terrific German bldil•for Calais the waters Of this Belgian dyke were rod With,

bland and allotted With the slain. - This Intensalerarnatlo picture was seetirid slualng an
attack by ZouttVes an a German trench, With b ran** fiked,the men stand Outtd y to charge.
Note the wounded . man- who is, being , car
otittot-dan ger-by a cornratlet„
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Some Facial Expressions of Fighting Men

Heroes all! Party of British soldiers who posed beforalhe camera immediately
after they had made a successful bayonet attack on a German trench. Two men
have German helmets as troph'es of the fight, and another has an enemy revolver.
They all look very determined, ready to Co their "bit" again.

Entrenching the ruins of a Flemish church that had been wrecked by German shell fire. Right: British sentry in a first—line
trench using an improvised periscope—a small mirror on the end of a stick.
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Slav and Briton Meet in Mesopo amia •

With the Red Cross in the Orient. Mule—drawn ambulances proceeding to the

zone

of operations on

the

Tigris.

1 THE tremendous power and resource of

Battery of heavy guns in the sodden desert. The heavy rain in Mesopotamia
greatly impeded British transport.

the European Coalition against the
Central Empires have been proved 'by recent
er,nts of great significance.. The 'mirk -of
the Russians -into the western :field And the
meeting of Russian' cavalry with the Lido13ritiSli troops in Mesopotamia have given
the Carman General ..Staff cause lor .conniderable -unrest. Previous news 1:xf: .the
Russian trohps reported them to be.. ias .1 r
away ,as Klianildn,' ,eighty-Eve- miles northeast of Bagdad,, and the rapidity with*hich
the horsemen' gained General
camp -demonstrates the stiEenEth and ',speed
of the Grand Duke's advance. The Qttoman
people have never been enthusiastic--about
the war, and an allied coup in Mesopotamia
.might bring about a secession of the Turkish
Empire from the cause of Kaiserism.
-On May zoth General Lake reported that
the Turks on the south bank of the Tigris
had fallen back as far as the Shat-el-}lai, and
that the British armies on this bank had
advanced to within five miles of Kut.

Turkish prisoners captured at Sheik Saad on their way to draw water in a motley collection of veastels--petrol tins, an Oriental
pitcher, and a military flask. They are under guard of some of the Indians who have "fought so heroically For the Empire, under
perhaps the most trying-conditions that any .fighting men had to endure.
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Strenuous Ef for In the Valley of the Tigris

British battery in action during the Battle of Sheik Saad, on the left bank of the Tigris, looking towards Kut. British forces under
General Gorringe made a determined attack here on January 7th. This area affords little or no cover to the belligerents.

Some idea of mud in Mesopotamia. Indian transport in difficulties. Inset;
A little grey home in the East, not far from the Garden of Eden.

16‘0**"."'''

Sea—power in the desert. Gun aboard a monitor, sweeping the Tigris, about to fire on Turkish batteries concealed along the shore.
The report of the meeting of the Russian and British troops in Mesopotamia is a herald of still greater events in this romantic
old—world scene of conflict for new ideals.

'11

GHASTLY tND OF AN litNeIVIY PILOT.—This illustration, terribly tragic in Ns reader:1)
shows the Net of It German aviator shot down in the French lines. The fiereplenti erne

blaring furl-entity' lofin before it 11014'4(110 the earth, Atfotl the pilet,Limorleened. in his ear, was

. '

burnt to death. Hie blackened body is distinctly seen; and a number of French oflioere are
/31.0t0etinlj their thee* from the heat of the fir. ehbis iitoopint .eleiien examining Itook
Which probably lell,frOtri the AVlator's pocket as the hie-Chine iith.retkhirgrounci.
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Poignant Pictures fromthe Furnace of Verdun

Squad of French prisoners captured by the Germans in one of their assaults against Verdun. Judging by the distinctly miserable
expressions of the German soldiers, one would be inclined to think that they were the prisoners and our allies were the captors.

Ashes to ashes. Scene in a war-stricken corner GI France. Military funeral procession consisting of a two-horsed waggon, two
French infantrymen, and the village priest. The cortege is passing through a village shattered by gun fire.
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Austrian Alpine Soldiers Amid the Dolomites

Scrne idea of the exceptional peril of campaigning .in the
Dolomites may be gathered from this illustration from an enemy
paper. An Austro-Hungarian night patrol is seen proceeding
on a reconnaissance among the snow-capped peaks, Each man

is equipped with an alpenstock, and the whole troop are linked
together by ropes. Men on this exciting duty have to be skilled
mountaineers, for their battle with the forces of Nature is as
frequently fraught with danger as the struggle with the enemy.
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To the War by Wire in the Snowy Vosges

During a great war necessity is more than ever the prolific
mother of invention, and it is doubtful if any period has
produced so many innovations as that of the last two years.
in the Vosges, where mountainous country makes rail

transport an impossibility, the enemy erected a wire railway,
and this illustration, reproduced from a German paper,
shows the novel means of communication in working order
near Hartmannsweilerkopf.
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Women o the Allied Nations on War Work

The most strenuous of all toll. Woman stoker working at a furnace in one of
the large factories In South London.

Woman worker at a lathe in a French munition factory. Thus
are the women of France doing their best for the great cause.t

Girl workers in a Nottingham mill attending
to the machinery.

Girl mhrtary ta.ior -at work in a French uniform depository.
In France women have replaced men in every trade.
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French Dogs of a Decorated for Fiekl Service

Serbian boy and his war clog, Flock, with the French officer who saved them
in Serbia. Right: Canine heroes about to be decorated with gold collars.

e •"--

•

Same of the French war dogs that were mentioned in despatches for their services in finding the wounded and-acting as emairts
and publicly decorated with gold collars. Inset: Laustic, one of 'Me splendid war dogs which won the "-Collier d'Honneur."
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MAP OF THE TRENTINO.—On May 16th a great Austrian offensive was launthed against Ch -.4 Italian posit'ons en a narrow
front between Zugna Torta and the Val Sugano. It is computed that Austria is concenti•zting half a milion men and two
thousand guns in the Trentino, in the hope of breakinj the Italian line, and penet.•ating int) the PI:ins oF Lcmhardy.
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New War Plan
5y Our War Correspondent F, A. McKENZIE
HE military situation along thedifferent fronts is, at the
moment of writing, of the !greatest possible interest.
Events have :not gone as either side ,expected, but
the Adevelopment of the :unexpented is well worth our most
caltdid :attention.
The Bast Six weeks have once more illustrated the
strongest side of -the German snatem :of war. Many writers
have :dwelt on the marvellous preparations of Germany
before the -war, and on the great advantages which she
obtained over the Allies by being ready when we were
not. But:Germany has shown a far greater quality than
this—the power :of being 'able to :revise Vans, to scrap
'methods,, and to adjust -herself to new 7-conditions. Her
first Milan, that was to have finished the war in six weeks,
failed *telly and irretrievably. At the moment when the
Ger:man:Emperor, -according to his Own time-table, should
have lheert feasting his niOtorious 'commanders in Paris,
his WI-diem Were fighting for bare existence on the Marne.
But The first ::acheme having failed, !Germany promptly
produced another:
Three montlasn ago 'Germany had .a .great new plan.
When lewas .at ;the front in February 1 could not fail to
notice One tharactm!istie in all the German prisoners.
They. -were !bubbling over with ,confidence. The war was
going to finiSh in the spring, with one knock-out blow from
the icaiser!s.armies ! ' We are sorry for you," oneGerman
soldier :said. "Our plans :are almost coinpleted. Our
generals can take Paris when they please. In a few weeks
Vow:army willibe all prisoners." Recently I visited Ireland.
I found that among the !Sinn Feiners who had been in
touch with 'Germany the same :confidence had existed.
During this spring there would 'be a knock-out blow.
German Delusions in the, spring
How was this blow to be delivered' We can judge how
by :recent !events. The French were to be crumpled up at
Verdun, and the road cut clear through -to Paris ; our own
armies _and our own national life were to he paralysed by
a xelentless ,submarine war ; the Irish rebellion was to be
a 'running wound that .drained our own :lifeblood away ;
and there was to be an invasion England. Incidentally,
the -date fixed for the invasion was .April 24th.
!Vierdurt has not fallen ; the Irish rebellion has been a
fiasco;; it was impossible even to attempt the invasion ;
and fear of America has preentedCermany from carrying
her siihmarine methods to :their legical conclusion. Our
own armies have easily beaten back all German attacks
on their front. France, 'fighting ,with splendid vigour and
all:along' er front.
elan, 'has held up Germany
In other words, the spring Van has Jailed. But it has
no -sooner 'failed than the 'German General Staff brings
another scheme out of its Iligeon,holes :and immediately
puts it intooperation. Everyone .antieipated that Germany
would launch her amain _armies against Rusia. Germany
promptly proceeds, _as ;usual, to do the:unexpected. A big
offensive is begun, not .againat Russia !gilt against Italy,
mid the offensive upon the western frontis renewed with
fresh forces and -reborn -energy.
The Enemy 'Pressed for Time
The revised German ,plan will fail I believe, as the
earlier plans have -failed. The 'great attack on Italy may
do our southern ally good rather than harm. Of Italy, it
has been said, as it was said of Britain six months
ago, that She has not vet -quite realised the war in the
same way that France and Russia have. A fierce attack
that threatens the invasion of the Plain of Lombardy
may se.rve as a further impetus 'to bring _out the full fighting
strength .of the Italian motion ; 'but the Italians can claim
that let the tend of .a year Of war, they:alone of our Continental allies have carried the war .onsall fronts into enemy
tertitory.
- The \very fact that Germany is obliged to produce scheme
dint adaerae of new affensioneA, While it is a real proof .of
the :alertness of her 'General Staff, is also a proof of the
urge,ney the situation to her. Germany cannot afford

to -wait. Every message telling of her social conditions
emphasises this. The famine in meat grows daily throughout the Empire. The regulation-supply of butter in:Berlin
is now reduced to 34- oz. .a week, if one -can ;get its but esinagy one cannot get it. Butters lard, and grease have
almosi :disappeared from many ;of the large too as. The
Garman .population has stood the strain with Wonderful
loyalty to the national cause. I do not see :MTV I should
not advnit it. The sufferings of many Of the people have
been severe. The grumbling and -rioting have been,
considering all the circumstances of the -ease; comparatively
small. But I have no doubt that no one knows better than
the alders of :Germany itself that they are to-day on the
edge .of a precipice. The people have stood niuch and
stood it well. How much mire will they stand? __How
much further can the :Qoverinnent call on the loyalty of
its :pent* ? And 7how ?lima further can it trade on their
enthusiasm ? The fact that the,German military authorities
.are .attempting offensive after offensive shows best haw
afraid they are that the limit has been nearly reached.
Hardship and Sacrifice Before victory
what is:caining on our side ? Has the:fighting at Verdun,
with its beapy josses to both sides, paralysed the proposed
piing ,offeiWiNie ? I believe that those who think this
ww ill And themselves mistaken. The events of the past
fortnight -would seem clearly to show that great events are
pending. 'In the south-east, around Salonika, for instance,
evidence points to a big spring campaign. It looks as
though .a big blow might be struck there. How', where, or
When, it is Rot for me to say. On the western front it
leas as though 'Germany were forcing the pace. But
while 'Germany is making the great surface show, we are
heaping up more men and more shells. The tendency of a great war is to grow' harder and harder
as st :goes on. The first generous enthusiasm dies away.
burden =of the cost becomes heavier and heavier, and
the ilimitations of life, endured gladly for a few months,
becorne more galling. Men get impatient, and perhaps
naturally:so, and want the whole thing ended at once.
- 'Now this war is going to get harder ,and harder still.
allostof ius feel its burden to-day as we did not feel it a year
ago. Conscription, necessary as it was, means a tremendous
further sacrifice for a large proportion of our, families..
These things :are hard, and it is useless to deny them. if
I were a -prophet of smooth things, -seeking the popularity
of my readers, Avould-preaelia certain, - early, and triumphant peace.
are from the troubles of Germany
the moral that !Germany cannot go on much longer.
Character the 'Quality of Success
But I do
read the 'facts this Way. 'Germany will go
On acid on fox-some time yet. For the :burden Will seem
heavier and `heavier. There may -even come moments
When people fin this tountry Ala ;be inclined almost to
despair, saying that :nothing has been done and nothing can
be done. Buth it :is .:endurance •of hardship, willingness to
hear-our burdens4haerfulnessunder:saorifice, that aregoing
to decide 'this -war. For ultithately this -war is „a test, not
,ct-guns, but of .character. The ,nation that :has the strongest
character is •going Win (out It is because I believe our
nation to be strong ',enough to look steadily ahead through
dark times and hard times that I write as I do. For
Britain will endure; fshe has the reserves of strength to
endure, and the spirit to endure ; _and Britain will win.
OUR

,NEW 'ClEATURE

On page 362 of this issue appears the first of a series of
notable articles German blunders, and Major Redway's
admirable account :of the failures of the much-vaunted
German General 13taff Will be read with a distinctly
heartening effect. In .our next issue Commander Carlyon
the-eminent naval critic, whose articles
have ;been a feature <of Tau; WAR ILLUSTRATED, will deal
with 'the miscalculations of the enemy naval authorities.
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Cook's pleasure steamers, which have carried so many happy tourists along the Nile, are
the universal
now on war service. These familiar vessels ply up and down the river bearing

-—
A NIGHTMARE FOR THE SENUSSI.—One can well imagine the terror of the super*CO:us Senuesi as the powerful, throbbing armoured-cars under command of the Duke of

emblem of sympathy, the Red Cross, carrying wounded men from the Levantine flews of
war to recuperate in the Land of the Pharaohs.

Westminster dashed into their camp at Birwar. The Senussi scattered right and tett oetore
the new machines of war, and the enemy casualties amounted to fifty killed.
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Motor-Boats/ &cord Trek Through African Bush

British nava expedition on Its way to Lake Tanganyika Roust
eight of a traction-.engine-hauling one of the armed motor-iboate
Riirni,and Too Tots across a river in,Central Africa.

One of the motor-boats on Lake 'Tanganyika preparing for
action. Right: How she appeared akoartVa:raildruck.

The expedition started on June 12th, 1215, and consisted of twenty-seven officers and men. The boats travelled from the Thames
to Cape Town, thence by rail to Fungurumee. The remainder of the journey was trekked:through the bosh with the aid of tractionengines. This photograph shows the Netta, a Belgian boat, which broke from her moorings on the lake, being held by (natives.
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Topsy-Turveydom in Sport and Service

Walking on water, by means of the hydro—ski, an invention of an
Italian, which has many possibilities.

Recommended for the V.C. by the Eart
of Cavan : Private James Grundy,
Grenadier Guards, who evinced re—
markable courage in repairing tele—
phone wires under fire and within a
few yards of the enemy.

Sailing on sand : Members of the R.N.A.S. on service in the
Mediterranean islands taking a trip in their sand—yacht.

Two members of a Pierrot troupe entertaining
their comrades with a duet at Salonika.

The twelve—year—old mascot of the .Russian
troops in France, with a French officer.

Frank Slav:n , the well—known pugilist,
former heavy—weight champion, al—
though fifty—four, has left Western
Columbia to get in his blow at the
enemy. He is a private inthe Canadian
Contingentand training hard.

Colt born on the transport conveying refitted Serbian troops from Corfu to
Salonika. A French cavalry leader is caressing the animal.
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The Arab Patrol on the Tigris Flood

There is -little atmosphere of modern warfare about
this picturesque scene on the Tigris. These two Arabs
in their graceful gondola are patrols on the look—out
for Turks, and as far as their appearance and craft

are concerned might have taken part in Assyrian or
Babylonian wars, or witnessed the Turkish hosts
annihilate the armies of the Persian Fire Worshippers
at Ctesiphon.

The War Illustrated, 3rd June, 1916.
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Decorated for Valour: More of Britain's Bravest

Lieut. J. H. HOGSHAW, Northumber- Capt. H. V. COMBS, Oxford and Bucks Lieut. S. M. de HERIZ WHATTON, Sergt.-Maj. A. HASSALL, South
land Fus. Awarded Military Cross for L.I.
Awarded Military Cross for R.F.A.• Awarded Military Cross for African Contingent. Awarded D.C.M.
conspicuous gallantry and ability gallantry when in command of a his conspicuous ability and devotion for bravery in bringing up ammunito duty as adjutant.
in handling his machine-guns.
patrol which was heavily attacked.
tion in East Africa.

Coy.-Sergt.-Maj. G. -BEESLEY, R. Police-Constable EDWARDS. Awarded Lieut. A. L. MILLER. the Black Corpl. A. S. WIDLAKE, The Welsh
Berks Regt. Awarded D.C.M. after the D.C.M. for his bravery in action Watch. Awarded the Military Cross for Regt. (T.F.).
Awarded D.C.M. to
being recommended three times for at the front. The presentation was rescuing two miners from an exposed conspicuous gallantry when in charge
position in front of our trenches.
of a b3mbing party in action.
his bravery in action,
male by Sir Edward Henry.

Capt. H. V. CHAMPION DE CRES- Sec.-Lieut. W. J. C. KENNEDY- Sec.-Lieut. C. A. RIDLEY, Royal Sergt. H. WAREHAM, Dragoon Os,
PIGNY, Suffolk Regt. and R.F.C. COCHRAN-PATRICK, Rifle Brigade Fus. and R.F.C. Awarded Military with Duke of Westminster's armoured
Awarded Military Cross for attacking - and R.F.C. Awarded Military Cross Cross for conspicuous gallantry during cars in Egypt. Awarded D.C.M. and
five German aeroplanes single-handed, for forcing down a German aeroplane.
Zeppelin raids.
bar for bravery in France and Egypt.
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A 'Sea Change' and Lost German Submarine

Four of the crew of a trawler photographed together before
leaving six months ago for operations in the North Sea.

The same men after six months' active service. Three have
grown beards, and, resemble one another exactly.

German submarine UCS, which was`sunk on April 27th. This was one of the new improved U boats. During the month of April
the Germans claim to have sunk no fewer than ninety-six merchant vessels.

RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS IN THE WAR

[ir
XVII.—The Cheshires
IKE the Gor
, don Highlanders and
the Munster Fusihers, the Cheshires
experienced a sad
a n d unmerited
disaster at the
opening of the
Great War. On
Sunday, August 23rd, 1914, the 15th
Brigade, to which the 1st Battalion of
this regiment belonged, was in reserve,
some little way behind the canal between
Mons and Conde. As far as they were
concerned, the day passed away without
any considerable excitement or loss, but
on the Monday it was very different.
The British retreat, as everyone knows,
was ordered to begin after nightfall, and
early on Monday morning the Second
Corps, General Smith-Dorrien's, was
marching steadily away. The Germans
were hurrying rapidly round the west, or
exposed end of the corps, their object
being to drive our men into each other
in hopeless confusion, to cut them off
from their supplies and supports, and then
to wait for their surrender. It was quite
a sound plan ; but, fortunately for us,
Smith-Dorrien was too old a soldier to be
caught in this way. The Cheshires were
ordered to prevent the Germans from
carrying out their scheme by keeping
them back while those battalions which
had taken a more active part in the fight•
ing at Mons got safely away.

T

The Ridge of Death
Near the village of Eloges there is a
slight ridge, and there Colonel Boger
decided to post his men. During the
morning they did as they were told to do,
they kept hack the Germans by their
well-aimed fire ; but they themselves
were losing heavily, and, moreover, the
Germans were soon almost all round them.
About three o'clock in the afternoon
Colonel Boger got rather anxious, and
sent to the general for instructions. No
answer came back, for the rest of the
brigade had gone,- and " none appeared
A bayonet charge
in sight but enemies.
was tried, but this could not break
through the ranks of the Germans, growing
more numerous every minute as fresh
troops hurried up, and in a little while
those Cheshires who were not killed had
surrendered. Some did, indeed, make
their way through the German circle and
manage to join the rest of the brigade,
but of the battalion of a thousand men
all save some two hundred were gone.
When the casualty lists reached
England, these Cheshires - eighteen
officers and a large number of men—
were merely returned as missing, but that
was not the full tale. Many had been
killed and more wounded, and gradually
the news filtered through—one return, for
instance, mentioning that one of the
eighteen missing officers was dead, while
five others were wounded prisoners.

Fresh Blood for the Regiment
In spite of -this heavy loss, the 1st
Cheshires kept their place in the army,
and were soon reinforced by drafts from
home. About one of these drafts an

" But as the day increased, so our men
decreased ; and as the light grew more and
more, by so much more grew our
comforts. For none appeared in sight but.
enemies."- - Sin WALTER RALEIGH.

the torrent of shot and shell poured upon
them, and to them belongs some of the
glory for the incomparable defence of
Ypres.

Amazing Bombing Feat

The summer passed away, awl then
came the Battle of Loos. On the first days
interesting story is told. One evening,- of October, just after our big attack, the
a certain general had made all his plans 2nd Cheshires were holding some trenches
for an attack, when there was a knock near Vermelles, and there they were
at the door, and an officer, having entered violently attacked. Bombs were the
and saluted, stated that he had arrived weapons chiefly used, and by means of
with two hundred fresh men for the' them some Germans penetrated into our
Cheshires. The difficulty was that this lines. They did not get there easily,
officer was senior in rank to the officer hoWever. In one company of thethen commanding the battalion, the one Cheshires a certain Private Nixon threw
to whom the general had given his in-- bombs among them for a day and a night,
structions ; so consequently the whole until he was the only man left, and in
plan had to be discussed over again and another company Captain Freethan won
the Military Cross for gallantry equally
new arrangements made.
conspicuous. From the Aisne to Lille
The Battle of Loos brought honour,
A good deal could be said about the also, to another battalion of the Cheshires,
deeds of the Cheshires at the Battle of
the 9th, composed of men of the New
the Aisne, in September, 1914, after which Army. With other battalions their
of all their officers who had been at Mons business on September 5th, the day of
Captain Frost was the only one left. The the big push, was to keep the Germans
15th Brigade, to which they 'belonged, near Festubert very busy, and so to
crossed the river on rafts between Missy prevent them from sending men to resist
and Venizel, and then stuck grimly to our main attack at Loos. They advanced
positions around the village of St. in good style, and having achieved their
Marguerite until they got orders to move purpose, fell back.
nearhr to the sea. There in October
A Royal Oak-le: f
they were first of all fighting their way
Finally, in December last, the Cheshires,
towards Lille, and then doggedly standing fast and preventing the German like many other battalions, sent out
bombing parties, which did a good deal
hordes from reaching Calais.
In this latter, fighting, the Cheshires, of damage. For instance, on the night of
for the second time, had serious losses. the 6th, the 1st Battalion sent out one
They were in trenches near the village of under Second-Lieut. G. P. Harding. One
Violaines, in front of Festubert, when -on of the greatest difficulties was the treOctober 22nd the enemy attacked in mendous amount of mud through which
great force. The trenches were stormed the men had to wade ; but they got to
and the Cheshires, contesting every inch the enemy's trenches and accounted for
several of their foes. Three weeks later.
of the ground, were forced slowly back.
on the 29th, the new 13th Battalion had a
•
Fighting on Hill 60
turn, for a party of them made a successful
At length the German rush was checked raid on some trenches at Le Touquet.
and the remnant of the battalion rallied
The Cheshire Regiment, the old 22nd
in Festubert. Again the regiment had of the Line, was one of those first raised
a long list of missing officers, this in- in 1689, just after William of Orange
cluding four captains, W. S. Rich, L. A. became King of England. The men
Forster, H. I. St. J. Hartford, and J. L. fought in Ireland, and fifty years later
Shore, while another, F. H. Mahony, were at Dettingen, where the Cheshires
died from his wounds. A little later, saved King George II. from some French
Gerard Anderson, one of the most brilliant cavalry. The king was then under an
scholars and athletes that Oxford has ever oak-tree, and when the danger was over
produced, was killed- in the ra lks of the he plucked a leaf therefrom and gave it
Cheshires.
to the leader of the men around him.
For a time, after the terrific fighting at This explains why since then the Cheshires Ypres had come to an end, the battalicn have always had an oak-leaf on their dress
had a rest, but in May it was once more and colours.
in the forefront of the battle. The men
The regiment helped to capture Louiswere on Hill Go, and there they fought burg from France in 1758, and was
desperately when the Germans with their afterwards in the West Indies and the
gas attacked it on the 5th. It was at East Indies. It was in Jamaica in 1831,
this time that their colonel, Lieut.-Col. and a little later was again in India,
where it won great glory under Sir Charles
A. de C. Scott, was killed.
Not far from this 1st• Battalion was the Napier. At Meanee, the Cheshircs were
2nd Battalion of this regiment, and at the the only Britons in Napier's littL
front, too, was a Territorial battalion, the army, and then they obeyed their leader's
5th, which also had a share in defending order to die rather than let the enemy
Ypres. The 2nd Battalion had come get through. At Hyderabad their gallantry
from India early in the year, and in was equally conspicuous, and largely -to
February had had an experience of trench them is due the fact that Scinde is to-day
warfare in Flanders, an unwelcome change part of the British Empire. Their later
frr in the warm climate from which the services include campaigns in Burma
men had come.. They were in the 84th and a share in the South African War..
Brigade, and day after day they resisted
A. W. Holland.

A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.
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"GOOD SHOT, SLR!"—The Senior Service adds another laurel to its glory. The gun—layer (an able seaman) who sighted the
anti—aircraft gun and fired the shot which destroyed the Zeppelin L.20 at Salonika. (Official phottaranh. Crown copyright reserved.)
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at works in the dark. Ingenious method of disguising the appearance of German submarines. It will be seen that the
hull is painted in such a way as to be scarcely distinguishable from the waves.

BLUNDERS OF GERMAN NAVAL POLICY
How the Allies have Gained on Land
Through the Enemy's Inaction at Sea
By Commander CARLYON BELLAIRS, R.N., M.P., Our Naval Expert.

I

F an American were asked to write this article, I think
he would do so very tersely by saying that the Germans
attempted to bite off more than they could chew, and
that had Bismarck been in the saddle this would never
have happened. Prussia had made all her conquests
without naval power. Her statesmen were the keenest
students of history in the world. Three facts stand out
in history
I. The economic difficulty of combining vast land armies
with the expenditure required for attaining sea supremacy.
2. The jealousy of Great Britain for any Power that
attempts to rival her on the sea.
3. That Great Britain's strength resides not merely in
the power of her Navy but in the military rivalries of the
Continent, and when the latter were absent—in the War of
American. Independence—Great Britain was virtually
defeated.
About 1896 a pushing officer of the name of Von Tirpitz,
from< the China station, obtained the ear of the Kaiser.
He played upon his desire for aggrandisement, sea-power,
and empire. He was chosen to effect these things. This
could not be done secretly, for the German people had to be
educated so as to grant the Navy Bills, and the foreign
policy had to create situations in which the " tyranny
of British sea-power could be demonstrated. The educational crusade was of the most blatant character, especially
in regard to the official Navy League of over ore million
members. At'every point it flew in the face of a famous
caution of a famous statesman, the great Chatham, who
enjoined an ambassador in words somewhat as follows
‘` .:‘,bove all other things, not to mention the British Navy,
and so avoid giving cause for every hireling pen in Europe
to inveigh against the maritime pretensions of this country."
The country Which a few, years before had coaxed Heligoland out of us, entered upon a coarse of policy destined to
drive us into the arms of Germany's chief military rivals.
Non-success Equivalent to Disaster
Such a policy could. only be justified by succesi—that is,
by the creation of a navy capable of defeating us on
that sea which has never tolerated more than one
master. On the land an inferior army can hold up a
superior one, and the nation can pursue its manifold
activities behind the security thus afforded. Such a
situation is unthinkable on the sea. Consequently, a naval
policy which spends several hundreds of millions and misses
success is in itself a disastrous failure for a great military
natea. This is now well understood by the Germans

themselves, for above all other things they worship the
military doctrine of concentration. If they had anticipated
the possibility of failure on the sea, they would certainly
have concentrated the expenditure on increasing the
great military machine on shore. It is equally true that
until the military rivalries of the Continent had been put
down, the drain of expensive colonies abroad was also an
extravagance, for transmarine colonies fall like ripe fruitinto the hands of the Power with the command of the sea.
In other words, Germany was bound to lose her
colonies and the troops and stores in them. It does not
follow from this that all naval expenditure as against
Britain was folly. In addition, Germany necessarily
required such a fleet as could secure her the control of the
Baltic against Russia. The point for Germany to have
fixed her mind on was that until she had eliminated the
drain of military rivalries on the Continent she could not
hope to rival Great Britain on the sea. On the other hand,
the lattei's life-blood is her shipping, and without any of
the elements of ostentatious rivalry a war against British
shipping could have been prepared which, in the circumstances actually existing in 1914, would have left us in a
very crippled position. The overweening ambitions of
Von Tirpitz and the Kaiser were their own undoing, and
the British Empire was saved in spite of its rulers.
Mutual Misunderstanding
The second great mistake of Germany was in the military
mind which fails to understand democratic diplomacy. It
failed to understand the shock the invasion of Belgium
would be to this country. It -interpreted Sir Edward
Grey's assurance that the First Fleet was at Portland,
instead of being, at its war base, and that we had no intention of calling out the reserves, as a positive proof that
we would not go. to war, and consequently Von Tirpitz
failed to prepare for the eventuality which took Germany
Both 'Russia and France realised and
by surprise.
strenuously represented that only unmistakable naval
and military preparations on Great Britain's part would
prevent war. It was a genuine misunderstanding on both
sides. We did not understand military diplomacy, and.
Germany did not show any comprehension of democratic
diplomacy. In any case, Germany's policy being what it
was, the war could only have been postponed. The capital
result for us is that Germany had not more than ten war,
vessels and a number of mercantile auxiliaries abroad.
She failed to strike, except with mine-fields, before the
Lattil,71:3t en gage 388
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Rest and Recreation Amid the Glades of War

Australians enjoying a spell of leisure behind their trenches somewhere in France. The poplars snapped by shells attest the
close proximity of these imperturbable fighting men to the enemy whom they chiefly desired to meet. (Official photograph
issued by the Press Bureau.)

dlearing in a wood effected by the art of war instead of forestry. The wood was actually being shelled by the Germans while
this photograph was being taken.

The War illustrated, 10th June, 1916.
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declaration of war, and - so missed the use of her favourite
stroke, " the bolt from the blue." England, " which is
famous for negligence," as Marlborough said, was given
time to spread her net, and Germany has, so -far as our
Foreign Office will allow, been enmeshed in it ever since.
There was, however, one direction in which similar
tactics would have been equally effective whether Great
Britain was in the wan or not. The- war was at Germany's.
chosen moment, and she would certainly get possession
of the French industrial districts where lay the bulk of the
coal and iron supplies. It would be essential in case of a
war with France and Russia, to invade the trade routes to prevent replacement of supplies while the whole French Navy
was busy safeguarding the passage of French troops in the
Mediterranean. Against Great Britain the central facts were :
1. Her. .absolute dependence on her shipping and seaborne supplies.
2. The 1904 scrapping of our cruisers without replacement,
3.- The 1904-14 policy of cutting down our cruiser strength
abroad. .
4. The mistaken 1904-9 Admiralty view that small
cruisers were of little use, and, consequently, armed merchant
vessels still more useless.
Had these facts been understood by. the German Admiralty,
they would haYe scattered- every cruiser and mercantile
auxiliary to the distant trade routes during the period of
crisis from July 23rd to August 4th, 1914. As a matter of
fact, - not a single armed vessel moved outwards. The
Emden's successes were. really like the bitter fruit of the
tree of knowledge, for they taught only of the lost opportunities which, owing to British negligence, were offered in
profusion.
The German military mind is incapable of any graduations
of method suited to adverse circumstances. With a
magnificent military machine on shore, it has made frightfulness an undoubtedly successful policy. It tries the same
methods at sea and expects similar results. The hope is
futile, for the same reason that all German frightfulness on

What the exponents of " fr;ghtfulness" look like. Officer
and members of the crew of a U boat.
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Incidental work in the Grand Fleet. British sailors greasing
and coiling up a wire hawser.

shore will recoil on her the moment the military machine
begins to fail. Had Germany been a model of correct
conduct in her- sea campaign, every neutral would have
been nagging furiously at Great -Britain and endeavouring
to defeat her blockade. Once Germany provokes the
United States, under the submarine policy, definitely
against her, Great Britain will have little difficulty in
dealing with the illicit trade by Holland, Denmark, and
even Sweden.
An idea seems to be held in many quarters that the
Germans seldom make mistakes in regard to mechanism,
and this idea has been fostered by Mr. Lloyd George in
debates on munitions. As a matter of fact, the preparedness of the Germans in military matters was simply achieved
by the profusion of expenditure on all weapons. If they
had to choose, as every nation must when not preparing for
its own selected moment, they would have been forced to
concentrate on what they held to be most vital. This is
exactly what they had to do in naval matters. Take the
destroyer, one of the most common of naval craft. Great
Britain pinned her faith to the gun, Germany to the torpedo:
Indeed, in the destroyer, Great Britain was more_ nearly
right on every point so far as design was concerned. In
every one of the classes of ships we adopted the correct
principle of the heavier armament. Except for the naval
mine and the Zeppelin, I do not know of a Single 'case
where Germany was right in the adoption of the Weapon
at the same time as we were wrong. Our mines ,were of
a useless design because we made the limit 'one7Orebst ; and
we did not build any Zeppelins.
Lack of a Great Directing In:telligence
The comparative failure of Germany arose. , from the .
simple fact that she had to compromise in regard to naval
expenditure so as to get what she thought would give the
best results out of a limited expenditure; but even so, we
should always remember that these preparations were all
directed to reach fruition at Germany's chosen moment.
She was again right in her large reserve of guns and in the
provision of armaments for merchant vessels, and we were
wrong to neglect those things, but on a broad survey it is
impossible to find evidence of any great brain directing
affairs, and the only conclusion one can come to is that
Von Tirpitz has been simply a dead-weight to German
policy ; that the German Navy's correct function was to
help to win domination in Europe, leavina the overthrow'
of British naval supremacy to a future °date, when the
industrial resources of Europe or a greatly enlarged Germany
could be thrown into the scale. It would haVe been far
wiser to appoint a military leader like Von der - Goltz
rather than Von Tirpitz to- be head of the German
NaYy. He would have understood how to subordinate its
actions to the object in view, and a statesman like Bisinarck,
who kept the military element- in subjection to the political
purposes to be achieved, might even have lulled the- sus-,
picions of Great Britain until the time came for dealing
with the sea-girt isle which withstood Charlemagne, Philipof Spain, Louis XIV. and Napoleon.
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Along the Avenue to the Shell-swept Plain

Company of French infantry on its way from camp to the trenches. Realisation that men are marching into the presence
of death invests them with such commanding dignity and interest that, even in the war area where they are a familiar
daily sight, wayfarers paused and labourers stayed their toil to watch them passing to their glorious service.

German .howitzer shell bursting behind the western lines. (The latest official photograph from the battle zone in France.
Crown copyright reserved.)

The Wag- illustrated, 10Ih June, 1916,
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Against the Foe Through Wire and Wattles

Frenchmen cautiously cutting their way through enemy entanglements. Thousands of miles of wicked wires are twisted acroill
Europe, and no man can tell whether any one is not a communication cord, to sever which will signal his presence to the foie.

A French advanced look—out post on the top of a hilt, a pinnacle of peril where the tiniest faggot is a friendly shelter, and the
smallest loophole through which the eye can peer may be a gate for death to enter.
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Out of the Inferno i Prisoners Race for Life

In view of the terrific expenditure of shells, innumerable
grenades, clouds of poison-gas, aeroplane bombs—not to mention the forests of barbed-wire and bayonets, it is nothing short
of a miracle than any of the attackers or attacked near Verdun
survive. Withal, both sides have taken many unscathed

prisoners. This photograph actually shows some Germans who
escaped the fury of a French assault, obeying the instinct of
self-preservation, hurrying towards our ally's trenches—from
which the attack began—to, sura•ender. In the foreground two
steel-helmeted Frenchmen await to arrest their enemies.

J IPAt

nt'POT`Patolimn /
ROUND FOR THE HILL OF DIEATH,..rennh artalleryswera haws provod their superiority
moved to fresh position • In the neighbourhood of Dead Man Hill, near Verdun, a height
over the German gunners, and the whole world admires the perfection of their ordnance
whose appropriate name will never be forgotten by Germany, since thousands of her dead
and the accuracy. of
This. illFitrAtiO4,11h0Wit,Fregott„ he avy,,, slugs beings •on. kawsrateawaAa blood...soaked elopes-
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Germany's Aim at Verdun
By Our War Correspondent F. A. McKENZIE

I

AM writing this article on the eve of the hundredth
day of the German attack on Verdun. It is impossible to speak of the series of engagements around
,
`the French eastern frontier fortress as a battle. It is a
;great campaign in itself, more costly in life and in treasure
'than was many a great war in olden days.
-Let us attempt to understand the German purpose.
It is mere foolishness, when studying the progress of this
'war, to start on the assumption that your opponents are
fools. It is mere waste of energy to describe the Verdun
campaign as due to the insensate ambition of the Crown
Prince. The advance was begun not by any one German
commander, even the Crown Prince. It was the deliberate,
carefully-thought-out plan of the German Great General
Staff. It has been maintained with a relentlessness and
determination greater than anything this war has seen
before. One fact may illustrate this. The German losses
in killed and wounded before Verdun during these hundred
days are quite fifty per cent. more than our losses during
the Gallipoli campaign.
The Germans aimed to take Verdun. The capture of
this city would be worth half a million of men ; not so

The War Illostratad
The region of Vimy Ridge in the Arras sector of the British line,
where extremely heavy fighting has procdeded since May 16th.

much because of the value of the forts and houses of Verdun
itself, but because of the great gain in strategic position
and the enormous increase in prestige in obtaining possession
of the premier eastern frontier fortress of France. They
believe that the capture of Verdun would be as great a gain
to Germany as the capture of Metz would be to France.
But the capture of Verdun itself was not the only purpose
of Germany in striking when she did. A very illuminating
explanation of the German scheme was recently issued in
an official summary from Berlin. Here is the German
explanation.
The Germans declare that their primary purpose was to
stop the spring offensive of the allied armies. There was
to be a great forward movement which would strike the
Germans on all sides at once and penetrate their line of
defences. The Allies were to take the initiative, and felt
certain of victory. " The German armies, however, anticipated them, and threw all their well-matured plan topsyturvy."' says the explanation.
The Germans further urge—and this is a point I have

repeatedly put forward in my articles—that the offensive
policy is necessary to maintain to the full the moral and
the high courage of an army. " A German spring offensive
has come instead of an offensive planned by the enemy.
What this means in its effect upon the moral of the troops
can only be fully comprehended by a man who has himself
taken part in, this fighting. The words We are advanc' act like a magic charm over the German troops ; they
throw
b
a spell over every branch of the gigantic organism
of our army. We are going to attack.' And every man
feels proud and happy to do his share, even though his own
section be assigned to mere defensive duty."
So much for the Germans' own explanation, an explanation in which there is undoubtedly a great deal of truth.
It was necessary if the spirits of the, German people and
the temper of the German Army were to be kept right that
an offensive should be tried, and tried it was.
But there is even a deeper purpose which the Germans
themselves do not at present admit, but which is undoubtedly
influencing their action. Our enemy has profoundly
studied the psychology of war. Many of the big German
moves, such as the dramatic entry into Brussels, have been
undertaken not as purely military measures, but for their
effect on the minds of nations, or on public opinion in the
world. Our tendency is to ignore psychological effects.
The Germans study them.
Now, Germany at the present moment is attempting to
produce one effect upon the mind of France—a feeling of
horror, weariness, and disgust at the cost in the best life- blood of the nation of this war. It will be noticed that
all the big German blows during the past few weeks have
been on the French front. Our own armies have been kept
busy, and fighting has gone on along our front which in
other wars would have been called exceedingly heavy. • But
our fightina has been as nothing to that on the Meuse and
b
around Verdun.
France will Never Yield
From the beginning France has felt the strain and
suffered the cost of this war in a very special degree. Her
territory has been invaded, her armies have been constantly
engaged, and her losses have been very heavy. The contrastbetween Paris and London is an amazing one. It is
not that we are not doing all we can to help her. We are.
Her geographical position makes her the victim of the worst
blows. Every French town is a town of mourning. Large
parts of the richest districts in France lie under the occupation of the enemy.
Now comes Germany, with her attacks, willing to slay
hundreds of thousands of her own men if in doing so she
can slay hundreds of thousands of Frenchmen also. She
hopes by increasing slaughter to make France willing to
come to terms.
German psychology has- proved strikingly wrong during
the past few months. Is it going to prove wrong again ?
I am convinced that it will. The mass of French people
know too well what an inconclusive peace would mean
for them to be willing to enter into it. France has
sacrificed so much and has fought so magnificently that
even Verdun will not weaken her resolution. But—a very
important but—the German purpose makes it more necessary that we should, by vigorous counter offensives, spoil
Germany's aim. I say that we have stood by our ally
France as best we could. Our Fleets have guarded her
shores. Our enormous armies on the western front are
fighting beside her own, holding part of the French line.
We have recently lengthened our front in France. But in
war it is useless to talk of mutual efforts in terms of comparison. It is absurd to measure what we are going to do
by what others have done. There can only be one measure
in this war for all the Allies—the utmost. All we have,
all w-e can raise, all we can give, has to be flung into the
common fund and used for the common purpose. That is
what Great Britain is going to do more and more in the days
right ahead. That is what conscription means. That is
what the willing sacrifice of hundreds of thousands of the
best of our nation proclaims.
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The Flame of War in the Palm Groves of Eden

With the Anglo—Indians in Mesopotamia. Palm—
shaded oasis on the banks of the Tigris, and two
British soldiers in the act of pumping drinking
water into a filter cart.

Indian transport en route to the base through a date grove. A picturesque
impression from the land between the rivers,

Novel use for "frightfulness." German mine
which was converted into a Tigris buoy.
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mperial Russia Keeps Gua Over Trebizond
,

After the fall of Erserum, the capture of Trebizond by the Grand Mk* Nicholas's Caucasian army was bat a question of
weeks. This historic citadel on the shore of the Black Sea le the terminus of one of the great routs. between Europe and Asia.
The illustration shows the network of trenches and some of the Turkish guns before Trebizond.

Captured forts of Trebizond under Russian guard. It was at Trebizond that Xenophon and his comrades the Ten Thousand
Greeks who had lost their way campaigning in the Valley of the Euphrates, came upon the sea with the immortal shout of
jubilation, "Thalatta! Thalatta!"—meaning " The Sea! The Sea!"

The War Illustrated, 10th June,

1916.
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Golden Laurels for Gallant Londoners

A particularly gallant exploit of a London regiment composed
almost entirely of City men won the admiration of its brigadier—
general. The section of the line they held was subjected to an
intense bombardment, fifty thousand shells bursting over it in
fifty minutes, and absolutely shattering their trenches. But

when the Germans launched an attack, believing that no one could
be left capable of resistance, the London men sprang on to their
parapet with bayonets fixed. " Come on, Fritz!" they shouted
defiantly; but the disconcerted Germans dared not come to grips
with them, and scuttled back to their own trenches.
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Letting Him Down . French Pilot's Expedient

Resourcefulness sometimes introduces an element of humour
into the most perilous situation. A French airman, losing his
way in a fog, came down to find himself in enemy hands. The
German officer got into the machine and holding a pistol to the
head of the airman ordered him to reconnoitre over the French

trenches. The Frenchman perforce complied, but when over
his own lines he suddenly proceeded to" loop the loop," with the
result that the German officer, who was not strapped in, was,
tipped out, while the resourceful French airman flew cheerfully
home, to be mentioned in despatches and decorated.
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MODERN TRENCH ARCHITECTURE.---Building a sand-bag villa on the hills. British . of the re-equipped Serbian Army another 150,000 sturdy veterans have been added to
- the allied forces in this theatre of the war. (Official photograp h issued by Press Bureau.)
troops at work in the Balkans consolidating defences. With the advent into the Balkan field

GETTING INTO POSITION.---British artillery, on the frontier. A long column is seen
winding over the hIltscirnewhere In Macedonia. (Official photograph.) On the right: The

most exciting of all branches of war. French armoured cars about to raid the enemy
positions along a range of hilisin Macedonia.
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Facing the Austrian Onslaught in the Trentino

It is not generally known that trench warfare is in vogue on
the Alpine front, and this photograph is one of the few secured
in this region since our Italian ally adopted the casque.

Tne Austrian offensive in the Trentino extends over a front of fifty miles between the Brenta and Lake Garda, and is being carried
out with an overwhelming supply of men and artillery. The above photograph is a scene from behind the Italian trenches, while
the centre illustration depicts a cheery group of bombers.

The War Illustrated, 10th June, 1010.
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British Drive into German East Africa
as

Something to surprise the natives. British naval gun arrives
on behalf of the Empire in East Africa.

German

fort in East Africa stormed and captured by the South
African troops under command of General Smuts.

Enemy block—house somewhere on the Equatorial front also
taken by the advancing Colonial troops.

Guns• which were abandoned by the Germans in retreating before the South Africans. On May 25th General Northey, working
on the borders of Rhodesia and N ') assaland, advanced twenty miles into German territory, the enemy retiring to Ipiana.
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Fighting the King of Beasts in African Jungle

In addition to the hardships of campaigning in tropiCal and
sometimes waterless country across miles of jungle, British
troops in East Africa are subject to attacks by wild beasts. A
sti'angety exciting experience is recorded by a correspondent
with General Smuts' forces in this Equatorial region of the

world—war. A squad of motor—vehicles, in one of which General
Smuts and his Staff were travelling, was attacked by lions near
Kilimanjaro. To hold the infuriated beasts at bay a belt of
revolver fire was kept up through the tong hours of the night,
and the lions eventually slunk away into the forest.

Ile War Illustrated, 10th June, 1916.
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At a British Veterinary Hospital in France

Operating on a wounded horse at a British veterinary hospital
in France. The animal, though chloroformed, is being held
securely by members of the Army Veterinary Corps.

of animals will rejoice that every effort is
LOVERS
made to mitigate the suffering of horses working with
the British armies in France.
There ate several excellent veterinary hospitals behind the
lines, and these are usually filled with cases for -special
treatment. For the most part, owing to the forced inaction
of cavalry, the " patients are transport horses which arc
injured by shell. fragments, or which break down through
overstrain or other causes.
In spite of the fact that automobiles are used to so large
an extent in modern warfare, it has been found necessary
to tap the horse markets of the world to procure the
animals indispensable for service in the war.
Horse undergoing warm bath treatment for skin disease.

A.V.O. men scrubbing clown a skin disease case after the
animal had been through the disinfecting trough.

Fit and strong again, these three "patients" are about to leave
the hospital for a further spell cf duty. (Official p:iotographs.)
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The Hand of Science the Cause of Humanity

Left: Professor Itergonie applying the electro-vibrator, of
which he is the inventor, to locate a shelf-splinter In a man's
neck. Above :Germanbacteriologists taking serum f r orn sheep.

Wounded Germans receiving special electric-light treatment in a hospital at the base. Surety the gods must laugh when they see
men so industriously using science to repair the harm they have caused by their own misuse of science!

The War illustrated, 10th June, 1916.
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The Men of War and the Men of Words
A Parliamentary Contrast by JOHN FOSTER FR ASER
HERE is a striking contrast betWeen the M.P. who men with their commands, like General Seely and, for a
has been away fighting for a year and the M.P. who time, Colonel Churchill, who can generally manage to get
has stayed at home and done as much talking as the leave and return to St. Stephen's when there comes up
other M.P.'s will allow.
any matter of debate on which they believe they can provide
The politician who has faced the enemy in France, or .enlightenment.
played a good part in the noble failure of Gallipoli, comes
A few- months at the'front is like a tonic to most M.P.'s.
home clean and broad-minded, while his colleague who has They have been away from the artificial atmosphere of
never got far from Westminster has still the cobwebs of party politics and are conscious of the emptiness of the
partisanship hanging about him.
old squabbling. They have been living in the open, they
Politics is not a reserved industry. Both Houses of have been mixing with men with different outlooks, they
Parliament have sent many members to the war. The are conscious of the mighty job they have in hand. Life
other day, in the House of Lords, I noticed that many of the is very real and earnest, and they return with vision
peeresses in the thin side gallery were in mourning, and then extended, muscles strengthened, and their minds have
I remembered there is not a noble house in the land which been scoured of the smallnesses of a politician's ambition.
has not had reason to grieve. My eye fell on the Marquis
A Breath of Fresh Air
• of Lansdowne and the Duke of Devonshire engaged in
To hear one of these men returned from the front, it
pleasant conversation. The duke is the son-in-law of the
may be General Seely—who made rather a mess of things
marquis. Lord Lansdowne has lost his son and the Duke
when lie was War Minister—or Captain-" Willie " Redmond
Of Devonshire his brother.
—who used to be an obstreperous Nationalist—speak in
The Toll of War at Et. Stephen's
the middle of a Parliamentary wrangle, has the same effect
Two men in the Commons most ardent in pressing the as opening a window and letting a gust of refreshing air
War with greater activity are Sir Frederick Banbury and invade a heavy, musty, ill-ventilated chamber. With
Sir Frederick Cawley, both of whom have lost their sons. no art of the dialectician they speak forth what they know,
Captain Cawley was also a member of the House. I recall boldly, They are the men of action, addressing the men
him as a tall, slim, curly-haired, and spectacled young man of mere Words—and the men of words feel their insignifiwith a diffident manner while
cance. Or a whimpering and
addressing the Chamber. But the
anxmic pacifist shows a little
sap of valour was in his veins,
quiver of unwarrior courage, and
Captain Campbell— like Alan
and when the war broke out
he disappeared from Westminster,
Breck, " a bonnie fechter "—rises,
and the next we heard of
kilt-clad, and though one arm is
him was that he had been killed
withered and can never swing -a
on the heights of Gallipoli. There
sword again, he is willing to fight
was Mr. Agar-Robartes, a breezy
any two anmmic pacifists.
lad with his silk hat always at the
Parliament has fallen into deback of his head and a posy of
cadence in public estimation
violets in his buttonhole, having
because there is so much cackle
Mr. Neil Primrose as his crony, and
and such little progress. The
ever brimful of sport. There was
member who has spent six months
1` Tommy " Mills, one of the
with his unit in front of the
favOurites of fortune, it seemed,
Germans, and has a plain tale to
heir to a peerage, a fortune, and a
tell, is listened to with attention.
jolly good time—which he liked.
Oratory is at a discount. The
There was Lord Ninian Crichtonman with the purple peroration
CAP/. SIR HERBERT
LIEUT.—COL. JOHN
RAPHAEL.
Stuart, dark and grave, asking
WARD, M.P.
is of no measure alongside the
The millionaire
The navvy's spokesman
solemn questions. There was
man who took part in the stormwho joined the Sports—
in peace and leader of
-young Mr. Gladstone, grandson of
ing of enemy trenches.
men's Battalion as a
his stalwart battalion
private.
the " Grand Old Man," something
in time of war.
There used to be two men
of a recluse, speaking seldom but
who sat side by side, Mr. Josiah
with increasing distinction. These and others have paid Wedgwood and Mr. Outhwaite, both cranks, who shared
the supreme price of patriotism, while one or two other a bee in the bonnet between them—that owners of land
M.P.'s are prisoners in the hands of the Germans.
should pay all the taxes and then the rest of us could
Lots of politicians have donned khaki. , At first it was be happy. On the first crack of war " Josh " Wedgwood
the pardonable pride of men to come down to Parliament was off to the front ; and, being an engineer, he was soon
and give friends a treat by letting them have a look at them driving an armoured motor-car at the front, as reckless in
in uniform. There was the millionaire baronet Sir Herbert action as he had formerly been in assertion. He got
Raphael, who was proud of his 'uniform as a private, and wounded. Then he shifted into the regular Army and went
there was John Ward, the navvy's M.P., in the full panoply off to the Dardanelles and got wounded again.
of a colonel, with a bit of ribbon on his breast, for in his prePlain Words from the Man of Deeds
Political days John Ward was a " Tommy " and was
amongst those who ate hot sand at the back of Suakin in
But " Josh" Wedgwood is always a bit of a hero when
the 'eighties. There is no stouter champion of the Army
he comes marching up the gangway, finds his old seat,
to-day :than Colonel John Ward—and less than a year and then, suddenly rising, pours a cargo of things hi;
before the fighting began he was the leader of the cry in the knows into the sleek and pursy gentlemen who gently
Commons, " Shall the Army or Parliament rule the land?
put their finuers together, feel that nothing ought to be
'And he was very much down on the Army'!
done until after careful and full inquiry, and who believe the

T

•

Party Men Join Issue Under the Flag
Liberals, Unionists, Labour men, Nationalists have gone
into the Army. Some have taken- to Navy work, but they
are few, though Sir Hedworth Meux has succeeded Lord
Beresford as member for Portsmouth. Some M.P.'s joined
the Colours within a week of the war starting, and have
never darkened the doors of Westminster since. Others
have Staff appointments at home and, booted and spurred,
pay flying visits to their old haunt. Those on the Staff
look well in their crimson-decked tunics. There are.the

best way is to have a committee of inquiry which will
probably be able to report in six or eight months.
Lots of M.P.'s are too old to fight. Lots of them are
doing silent and valuable service for their country. But
there is a growing. belief that there are too many chatterers
in the House. The men of words know they have lost
caste. They are rather envious of the men of war.
And when ihey sip their hot milk before going home to
bed they wonder what their Parliamentary future is going
to be
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Happy oughts of Handy Men in Emergency

Picturesque architecture in the trenches on the western front. Novel bomb-proof shelter called " The Tube" by our men and
" Metro" by the French soldiers. Right: Dinner-gong made out of a shell-casing at Salonika.

Ingenious method of laying field telephone wire over rugged hilts
adopted by the Signal Corps at Salonika. Left: A prisoner (lathe
Egyptian western front put to useful work at Morea Matruh.

Native water-cart in use on the Egyptian western front, with an Australian in charge. To European eyes the vehicle seems illproportioned to the height of the draught animal, but the supercilious camel is proof against criticism.

The TIae Illustrated, 10th June, 1916.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Brig.-Gen. F. J. HEYWORTH Major G. E. VANSITTART,
Canadian Field Artillery.
C.B., D.S.O.

Capt. 1. A. O. FERGUSON
Royal Scots.

Capt. J. E. ROSS,
King's (Liverpool Regt.).

Capt. H. D. BROUGHTON, Capt. E. E. C. WELLESLEY
Norfolk Rest.
Cheshire Regt.

Capt. A. C. BURNELL,
Rifle Brigade.

Capt. G. Y. GROSS,
Royal West Kent.

Capt. F. E. GAME,
Canadian Infantry.

I. A. G. Ferguson, of the Royal Scots, was only eighteen years of age, haying
Captain
received his commission in September, 1914.

Capt. C. J. IIIIGHES,
Connaught Rangers.

Lieut. BRYCE STEWART,
Seaforth Highlanders.

Sec.-Lieut. C. N. CRAWFORD,
Northamptonshire Regt.

Lieut. Cyril Charles Henry, Worcestershire Regiment, who fell in action on the memorable
night of the Loos advance, September 26th, 1515,- was the only child of Sir Charles and
Lady Henry, On the outbreak of. war Lieut. Henry was a second-lieutenant in the
HuSsars, and attached to the Worcestershire Regiment.
Lieut. Bryce Stewart, Seaforth Highlanders, came of a military stock, his father being
Col. Bryce Stewart, D.S.O.- Obtaining his first conunission in September, 1913, he was
promoted to a lieutenancy in November, 1914.
•
Lieut. Douglas Tweedy-Smith,
died at Netley Red Cross Hospital from illness
contracted in the pursuance of his duties at the front: Member of the London University
0.T.C., he received a commission in the Middlesex Regiment, and subsequently transferred
to the RJf.C., doing technical aviation work, such as inspecting aeroplanes at Farnborough.
Later he went to France, and met with the fatal accident which brought about Ins untimely
death.
THE WAR ILLUSTRATED invites relatives of officers killed in action
or dead front wounds to lend photographs, with brief biographical notes
of these heroes, for inclusion in" Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead."
Address: THE WAR ILLUSTRATED, Fleetway House; London, E.C.

Lieut. D. TWEEDY-SMITH, Sec.-Lieut. F. W. BATTLEY,
Royal Sussex Regt.
Royal Flying Corps.

Lieut. T. HATTON, •
Canadian Infantry.

Sec.-Lieut. J. L. WALKER
Sec.-Lieut. J. C. SMITH,
Sec.-Lieut. IL R. L. ARM
Royal Irish Rifles.
STRONG, Royal Engineers
Royal Fusiliers.
(Portraits by Lafayette, Lambert Weston, Elliott & Fry, Vandyk.)

Lieut. C. C. HENRY,
Worcestershire Regt,

Lieut. 0. A. MANN,
King's Own (R. Lane. Regt.)

Sec.-Lieut. R. D. TIBBS,
Indian Army.
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Princely and Ducal Service in Britain's Cause

His Grace of Montrose, Lord High Commissioner, with Major Robertson,
V.C., inspecting the guard of honour of Royal Scots Cadets at the opening
of the General Assembly at Holyrood.

Etcn College O.T.C. manoeuvres in Windsor Great Park. Making an
advance on the enemy: H.R.H. Prince Henry well to the front.

H.R.H. Prince Henry, third son of King George V., 'n uniform. Right: H.R.H. in the firing-line in his father's own park. The
Prince cf. Wales, a keen soldier actually at the front, is the object of his brother's envious and affectionate admiration.

17th June, 1916.

A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.

No. 96. Vol. 4.

Edited by J. A. HAMMERTON

The late War Secretary and the Chief of Staff—Lord Kitchener and Sir William R. Robertson. One of the latest portraits of the
world—famous soldier, whose tragic end, in the sinking of H.M.S. Hampshire on June 5th, evoked widespread sorro•v
throughout the countries of the allieki nations.

The War illustrated, 17th June, 1915.
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I IKE 42 thunderclap came the announcement on Tuesday afternoon,
June fstla, that Lord Kitchener, while on his Way to Russia on
board H.M.S. Hampshire, had been drowned, together with his
Staff and the whole complement of that cruiser, which at eight
o'clock on the Monday evening struck a mine or was torpedoed, and
foundind vi a heavy sea 611_ the west coast of the Orkneys. Universal
sorrow at the tragic end, of this great soldier was manifested throughout the"Enipire to which he had consecrated his tile. His work at
the War. Office may, in a sense, have been- achieved—that splendid
-4-4 -4-4.-4

ORATIO HERBERT, first Earl
Kitchener, who in 1914 fulfilled
the forecasts of the prophets by
taking over the control of the War Office
after forty years of strenuous work mainly
in Egypt and India, was born at Gunsborough Lodge, Co. Kerry, on June 24th,
s8so, the son of Lieutenant-Colonel Henry
Horatio Kitchener, of the 9th Foot (now
the Norfolk Regiment), and Frances,
daughter of the Rev. John Chevallier,
1).D., of Aspall Hall, Suffolk. The
Kitcheners came from Hampshire and
the Chevalliers, an old French Huguenot
family, from Jersey to Suffolk in the
seventeenth century ; and a few years
before Horatio was born his parents- had
removed to Ireland, where his father hail
bought two small estates.
Four years after the birth of Horatio
(a name recalling a kinsman who was
Nelson's flag-captain at the Battle of
the Nile) the family moved to Crotter,
near Ballylongford, and here, with three
brothers and one sister, he spent his
earlier years. His eldest brother, Colonel
Henry Elliott Chevallier Kitchener, who
succeeds to the Earldom, gained honours
in Burma, and was chief transport officer
of the Manipur Field Force.

H

A Memory of 1870
Educated privately in Switzerland,
France, and Germany. so that he might
early become acquainted with foreign
languages, - the future Secretary of State
for War entered the Royal Military
Academy, Woolwich, in 1668. When the
Franco-Prussian War broke out he volunteered for service in the Second Army of
the Loire, under General Antoine Chanzy.
In France the younn volunteer, as the
result of a balloon adventure, 'contracted
pleurisy and had a critical illness.
Returning to England, Kitchener obtained a commission as lieutenant in the
Royal Engineers, spending three years
between Chatham and Aldershot. In
1874-77 he was associated in the work of
surveyMg Western 'Palestine, trrovidim,
Biblical students with a mass r>f valuablZ
data, and incidentally surviving some
exciting adventures and attacks of fever
and snow blindness.
After spending a short time with Baker
Pasha in the Balkans, Kitchener made a
survey of Cyprus, and organised the Land
CourtS of that island, a labour which seas
interrupted by a period during which he
was Vice-Consul in Anatolia. All this
time he was gaining a mastery of Turkish
and Arabic, studies which stood him in
god stead when, in 5882, he responded
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work of raising - oar New Armies—but the removal of his persona4ty,
with all its traditions-, glamour, compelling fore, was a national
loss. Lord Kitchener himself would not have wished us to icirOw
over this- pitiftil trick of Fate that took him from us at so critical
moment, but, rather, to brace ourselves more .sternly than- .-ever
against thh loathsome foe who fights with all unclean things Usilis
weapons, and shuns the courageous, manful combat in *hick
Kitchener, as a true Briton, rejoiced. We sorrow for . a great
soldier dead ; but " On with the War " is stilt our watchword .
-4. 41.

to Sir Evelyn Wood's call for officers to
aid him in building up the remnants of
the Egyptian Army into a coltesive and
manageable whOle. He served through
the campaign of 1882 as major of Egyptian
cavalry. Then, with Colonel Taylor, of
the 19th Hussars, he was commissioned
to bring the fellaheen cavalry into military
existence. Engaged in negotiating with the
tribes at Dongola and at Debbeh, while
Gordon was in Khartoum, he travelled
disguised as an Arab, carrying a phial of
poison for his personal use in emergency.
Narrow Escape at Handoiib
Kitchenets next work was that of
Boundary Commissioner in Zanzibar, but
he was soon again in Egypt, being from
August i8S6, to September, 5888,
Governor-General of the Red Sea littoral
and Commandant of Suakin. At Handoub
he narrowly escaped death from a bullet
which wounded him in the jaw. Soon
afterwards, however, he was well enough
to head the 1st Sudanese Brie-ode -against
Osman Digna's trenches ats Gemaizeh,
and he led the mounted troops at the
Battle of Toski. Breveted a colonel in
1888, lie became Inspector-General of
Police and Adjutant-General of the
Egyptian Army. In 1892, With the
temporary rank of brigadier-general, he
succeeded Sir Francis (later Lord) Grenfell
as Sirdar. There followed us due and
deliberate course the occupation of Dongola, the Battle of the Atbara; and the
final rout of Mandism at Omdurman, all
prepared for and carried through with
a masterly patience and a resourcefulness
which - won for Kitchener the popularcognomen of " the Sudan machine, the
thanks of Parliament, the G.C.B., a
peerage, and a grant of ff':3o,000.
Meeting with Major Marchand
in addition to liberating the Sudan, Lord
Kitchener, by his tact at themectiing with
Major UMW General) Marchand at Fashoda,
averted a war between Britain and
France. The Atbara _Bridge and the
Gordon Memorial College at Khartoum
are also witnesses to his untiring zeal
Lord Kitchener's services in South
Africa, in 1899-1902, first as Chief of Staff to
Lord Roberts, and then as Commander-inChief, were rewarded by a grant of '50,000
and an advancement in the peerage to
the rank of viscount. He took the title
of Viscount Kitchener of Khartoum, of
the Vaal in the Colony of the Transvaal,
and of Aspall in the County of Suffolk.
In 1902 he was gazette(' a -general.
From 1902 to 19o9 Lord Kitchener was

Commander-in-Chief in India. He- Suc ceeded not only in reorganising the hashan
-Nrmy but in abolishing the old system
of mixed civil and military control, and
in establishing a Staff College at Quetta.
Created a field-marshal in 1909, he came
back from India via China, Japan, 1kustralia, and New Zealand (where he iwas
consulted on Colonial defence), and the
United States. In 1911 he was apperinted
British Agent and Consul-General. in
Egypt. He was created -an earl in -.1914.
Referring to Lord Kitchener's appointment as Secretary of State of War, Mr.
Asquith used these memorable words :
" He has at a great public emergency
responded to a great public call, and
I am certain he will have with him in
the discharge of one of the most arduous
tasks that have ever fallen upon a Minister
the complete confidence of all parties and,
of all opinions." To which may be added
a few passages from Lord Kitchener's first
speech in the House of Lords. '` The
terms of my service," he said, " are the
same as those under which some of the
finest portions of our manhood, now so
willingly stepping forward to join the
Colours, are engaging—that is to say, for
the war ; or ilitlasts longer than three
years. then for three years. It has been
asked why the latter limit has been fixed.
Work as War Minister
It is because, should this disastrous war
be prolonged—and no man can foretell
With any certainty its duration—then,
after three roars' war, there will be others
fresh and fully prepared to take our
places and see- this matter through."
To attempt tO-day td appraise Lord
Kitchener's work as War Minister would
be to attempt to measure the immeasurable. "There was no other man in this
Empire," said Mr. Asquith, " who could
have summoned into existence the -.enormous armies which' now at home and
abroad are maintaining the honour of
the Empire." And this remarklcovers
but a small part of the whole story:.
There was the organisation of these vast
armies. There were the eventful visits
to France, to Gallipoli, to Italy: None who
attended Lord Kitchener's conference with
M.P.'s at Westminster a few days before
his tragic death will ever forget the
impression of strength and confidence he
gave them. One of his last acts before
departing for Russia was to entertain a
party of wounded soldiers at Broome Hall,
near Folkestone. He lived for his work;
and lie as truly gave his life for his country
as if he had fallen on the field of battle.
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Elusive U Boat Caught in the Allies' Nei

'4%.1,
K. •
German submarine commander who was captured with his crew and craft by a combined French and British flotilla. He is seen
marching to an internment camp under guard after having been interrogated by the etat major.

U boat in French dry dock. The submarine was caught in the drag-nets and towed between two mine-sweepers, which
"wirelessed" to destroyers and patrols. These arrived and fired immediately the U boat rose to disengage itself, whereupon
the Commander surrendered. Tha U boat was sunk intentionally by the Germans, but was recovered from the shallow water.

The War Illustrutcd, 17th Junc,

1916
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Aviation, Communication and Admiration

Communicating with headquarters at Salonika by flag and by
hello. Left: General Sir Bryan Mahon and Lord French's
sister, Mrs. Harley, watching an aeroplane in flight. Mrs.
Harley is head of the Scottish Women's Hospital.

Rods in pickle for the enemy at Salonika. General Zimbrakakis, of the Greek Army, contemplating a British gun with the
admiration of a friendly neutral. (These three pictures are from official photographs issued by the Press Bureau.)
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Anzac Swords & Bombs Scatter Enemy in Egypt

While awaiting the great day when they would meet their
"favourite" enemy the Germans on the west front the Anzacs
have been doing some good work for the Empire in Egypt.
Their valour and their wonderful fighting experience gained on
Gallipoli have been used to considerable advantage among hostile

Arabs. On May 31st Australian and New Zealand mounted
troops delivered a smashing attack on an enemy post in till
desert of Bir Salmana, near Katie. The enemy was routed,
and scattered unite were further pursued and bombed by
British airmen, as illustrated by the above impression.

The

War Illustralcd, 17th June, 1916.
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Clean Fighters : Clean Hands & Clean Conscience

Hanging out the washing. Conditions that impeded military operations in the flooded area of Mesopotamia must have Ugh-tuned
the labour of the washermen. Plenty of soft water, a bright sun, and a fine drying wind are three good things then.

The roll call—before going into action. A fit subject for a companion painting for Lady Butler's famous picture of "The RoliCall"
alter action, for the bravery of these Indian soldiers in Mesopotamia was equal to that of the Guards at Inkerman.
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Russia's Glorious Rally to Her Wonderful Ally

The appearance of the Slav soldier on the west front has done much to inspire our ally with greater hope and confidence. As the
typical Russian fighting men, armed with long bayonets and carrying greatcoats slung round them in bandolier fashion, passed
along the French roads, the populace hailed them with unbridled enthusiasm and jubilation.

What must the German General Staff think of the Russians, on whom they hoped to impose a separate peace after Warsaw ? The
glorious faith of Tsardom to the cause is symbolised by her sending thousands of troops to fight in the land of her ally and
her new offensive on the whole Austrian front. This photograph shows some Russian soldiers entraining.

Nothing could be more acceptable to the Germans than that they could impose peace on the Allies over the existing military situation.
The resolution of the Tsar to fight on until victory is achieved, in view of the physical resources of Imperial Russia, is in itself an
urgent reason why the Central Empires should stop now.

The War Plush-uteri, rth June, 1916.
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The Shell-Ploughed Ridge of Douaumont

Official photograph of the shell—shattered slope before the Fort of Douaumont, where men were slaughtered in thousands
and was unimportant
while trying to hold or take the fort upon the summit which, nevertheless, had long been dismantled
as a defence work to the French.

Battery of French "75's" in action immediately behind Fort Douaumont. These guns were used alternately to repel the
German advances in massed formation and to bring down enemy aircraft.

The War Illustrated, 17th Jane,
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me Morning in the Caillette Wood

Throughout t..a tor, t.uti batt,us fok. Veroun our French ally
has economiseJ in man—power with skilful consistency. Thus
tier losses are something like one—third of the enemy casual—
ties, which, even Raking into consideration the fact that the
attackers always lose more heavily than the defenders, is

surprisingly small. The French plan is to employ a small
number of men in the fire trenches, and keep a large reserve
out of range of German shells. In this photograph reserve
troops of the Mangin Division are posted in the recaptured
Caillette Wood, waiting to relieve their comrades if necessary.
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THE BRITISH VICTORY IN THE NORTH SEA
A Preliminary Survey by PERCIVAL A. HISLAM the well-known Naval Expert
strength. Tacitly the German Navy, since the outbreak -of war,
has admitted the superiority of the British Fleet ,• at the Battle
Jutland it advertised the fact to all the world by retreating
instantly our battle fleet was in touch.
In our sorrow for the loss of the many brave men who went down
in this great engagement, this is the supreme fact to bear in mind.
I have asked Mr. Percival Hislam, the well-known naval expert,'
to write a brief survey of the battle from the fragmentary and
inadequate information at present at our disposal, and in later
numbers of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED the whole story of Jutland
will be fully and picturesquely told.—EDITOR.

Last week I published an article from the pen of Commander
Bellairs on " German Naval Blunders." Naturally it was written
sonic weeks ago, and dealt with past events- in the progress of the
war ; but the title may have sounded rather unhappy in view of
the news of the great Battle og Jutland, issued before THE WAR
ILLUSTRATED had reached the public. It remains to be seen, however, whether this latest and greatest of all naval battles may not
yet prove to be one more blunder of the German Naval Command.
There is no longer an atom of doubt as to the German Fleet having
failed 1)1, its ob/r-ctive—whatever that may have been—and having
had to return to its base before superior and unshakable British

I

T is safe to say that since the beginning
of the war Great Britain has known
no more anxious hours than those
immediately following the first official
statement regarding the great naval
battle off Jutland on May 3ist. The
German wireless had scattered broadcast
over the world the announcement that
their Fleet had won a Complete and
sensational victory ; and when, many
hours later, the British Admiralty issued
their own report, its reference to " severe
damage and " serious losses " inflicted
on the enemy was entirely overshadowed
by the admission that we had lost three
Dreadnought cruisers, three armoured
cruisers of earlier design, and destroyers
numbering anything from five to eleven.
Anyone could be excused who, putting the
British and the German official statements
side by side, came to the conclusion that
the British Fleet had sustained a severe
and humiliating defeat.
That Admiralty Report
All the world knows by this time that
it was the German and not the British
Fleet that was beaten," and a good many
hard things have been said about the

Admiralty for publishing a report in
which everything else was overwhelmed
by the magnitude of our losses. It is by
ncy means certain, however, that what
they did was not in the long run the
wisest thing. When the Germans issued
their claim to victory they did not know
the extent of their own losses, still less
of ours, nor did they mention that the
end of the fight was signalised by the
withdrawal of their remaining battered
forces to their harbours, leaving the
seas completely under the control of the
British Fleet.
So far as its lack of full knowledge was
concerned, the British Government was
in much the same position as the German ;
but, fortunately, we lack that particular
form of insanity which enables the Hun
to claim a success when he knows that the
facts, which must come out sooner or
later, will prove him to have been not only
a loser but a liar. In the circumstances,
the Admiralty might have decided to say
nothing until they had the whole of the
facts ; but that would have meant that
for several days the world would have
rung with the uncontradicted nears of a
German victory and the defeat of the
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British Navv. They, therefore, took the
only possible alternative. They published frankly all they knew at the
moment, and as they naturally knew more
of our own losses than of the enemy's, the
former stood out with startling and disconcerting prominence. But as fresh
news came in from the Commander-inChief the action rapidly assumed its proper
perspective, until in the end the German
Government stood convicted before the
world of the greatest and most ludicrous
piece of bluff that stands even to its
discredit.
New Phase in Sea Fighting
Until we are able to examine the
detailed reports of the commanding
officers of the British fleets and squadrons
—and they are not likely to be available
for some time to come—it is hopeless to
attempt to analyse an action which will
always be remembered in history as the
first in which all the elements of modern
naval warfare were brought into operatiOn
—submarines, aircraft, swift destroyers,
light cruisers, armoured cruisers, battlecruisers, Dreadnought cruisers, Dreadnoughts, super-Dreadnoughts, and, to use
a term coined by Lord Haldane, " hypersuper-Dreadnoughts."
Tire action began about" 3.30 in the
afternoon of Wednesday. May 31st, in
misty weather, which did much to rob
the heaviest guns of their peculiar advantages, and lasted almost incessantly
for twelve hours. The German Fleet seems
to have been out in full force, with battle
cruisers and light craft leading, and the
heavy squadrons of Dreadnought and
other battleships many miles astern. The
official German statements made no
secret of the fact that the fleet, under
Vice-Admiral von Scheer, had left its
bases to carry out a " certain enterprise, and the whole significance of the fight
turns upon the nature of that enterprise.
Admiral Scheer's Plans
The Germans may have planned to break
out of the North Sea • they may have had
in view another bombardment of seaside
towns on the East Coast. It is possible
that something in the plans of the German
Staff demanded the immediate presence
of a powerful fleet in the Baltic, and that
the Kiel Canal mute was for some reason
unavailable. it is possible that -while the
advanced force of battle-cruisers was
intended to occupy the attention of whatever British ships might be encountered,
the battleships were detailed to break
away to the west and convoy a raiding
or even an invading army to the East Coast
of England.
Whatever the object may have been, we
may be sure that the whole of the German
High Seas Fleet would not have been at
sea on any trivial errand, and it is quite
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ithin the bounds of possibility that it
would have been worth three or four times
the strength we actually lost to prevent
that object from being carried out. We
may have to wait a very long time before
we know the truth as to that, but we do
know that, unless the object of Von Scheer
was to court defeat, he failed to achieve
it.
So far as the battle itself is concerned,
we are still under the handicap of having
no official despatches to guide us, and in
these circumstances it would be absurd
to put too much faith in the evidence
either of the skippers of neutral trawlers
or of individual seamen on board our own
ships. What is beyond doubt is that Sir
David Beatty, with his famous squadron
of battle-cruisers, not only began the fight
by engaging the battle-cruisers that were
leading the enemy's line, but was compelled for some considerable time to keep
his end up as best he could against the
concentrated power of the entire High
Seas Fleet. Our own forces were in three
main divisions—first, the battle-cruisers ;
then a division of Queen Elizabeths.
25-knot battleships of 27,500 tons, armed
with eight 15 in. guns apiece ; and,
finally. the battleship squadrons of the
Main Fleet, under the immediate orders
of Sir John Jellicoe himself.

Battle Against Odds
Owing to the hazy state of the atmosphere the advanced forces of battlecruisers did not sight each other until
they were within relatively close range—
about ro,000 yards—and a fierce combat
was immediately opened, The British
ships were all armed with 12 in. or
13-5 in. guns, but the Germans, it is
believed, included the Ldtzow, said to
be armed with 15 in., the Hindenburg,
which carries either 15 in. or 57 in.,
ad a vessel which was originally laid
down for Greece, as the Salamis, and which
carries eight 14 in. guns. It is impossible at this stage to follow the course of
the action or the fortunes of individual
ships ; but the fact remains that it was
during this part of the fight, when the
British and German battle - cruiser
squadrons were face to face, that three
of our best ships—the Queen Marv,
Indefatigable, and Invincible—were sent
to the bottom.
The battle-cruisers held the fightingline alone for about two hours ; but of the
battleships the German were the first to
arrive on the scene, and for some time
Sir David Beatty, his squadron already
badly mauled and seriously reduced in
strength, was called upon to bear the brunt
of an attack delivered by practically the
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entire strength of the German Navy.
That lie or any of his men should have
lived to tell the tale is perhaps the most
extraordinary feature of the whole battle ;
but when, at long last, first the Queen
Elizabeths and later the main battle
squadrons came up, the German Fleet
turned and ran precipitately for its ports.
It Was now nightfall, but the battle still
raged, single-ship duels being fought as
vessels came upon each other in the darkness, and destroyer attacks and counterattacks being launched whenever the
opportunity offered. Fighting did not
cease until the Germans had been driven
into the shelter of their mine-fields, where
our forces could not follow them with
either profit or safety.

German Designs Frustrated

prise " ? Were the cruisers sent on so far
in advance in order that the enemy might
gain confidence and bring out his main
forces so far that their retreat could be
cut off by other portions of our Fleet ?
If that was the intention. it failed. Or
did Sir David Beatty, seeing that the whole
of the enemy's Fleet was at sea and
apparently ripe for battle for the first
time since the war began, decide to hang
on to the last shot in the last ship, if need
be, in order to keep the enemy engaged
until reinforcements came up ? Finally,
was Admiral Beatty so roused by the near
approach of the enemy that he felt constrained to launch his attack, even at the
risk of its being premature,4 and so, by
giving them ample notice, enabled them to
slip out of a trap that might have led to a
twentieth-century Trafalgar ?
Only the full despatches will enable
us to answer those questions. Until the
facts are available, every attempt at
criticism is so much wasted energy., We
can only view the action broadly and by its
results.

Such are the main outlines of the
greatest naval battle of the war. There
are three military standpoints from which
it may be judged, and on each and every
basis it stands revealed as a British
victory—not decisive, it is true, but
nevertheless unquestionable. In the first
LOSSES IN THE ACTION
place, whatever may have been the (The identity of the German ships had not been
enterprise " upon which the German deitniteI3, established when thisissue went to press.)
Fleet was hound, it was completely
BRITISH.
frustrated. In the second place, the
BATTLESHIPS.
opposing forces lost approximately the
None.
same tonnage in vessels of the cruiser
BATTLE-CRUISERS.
class and above, the figure in either case
Tons.
Guns.
being about ro4,000 tons. Seeing that
Queen Mary 27,000 Eight 13.5 in.
we began the war with about two and a Indefatigable
18,750 Eight 12 in.
half tons to every one possessed by Invincible
17,250 Eight 12 in.
Germany, it will be seen that Germany
Aaaranatun CRUISERS.
would have had to sink about 250,000 Defence
14,600 Your 9.2 in,, ten 7.5 In.
Warrior
13, 550 Four 9-2 in four 7-5 in.
tons of British shipping to make our loss
relatively equal fo her own. In the third Black Prince 13.560 Six 9'2 fn., ten 6 in.
LIGHT CRUISERA,
place, the German Navy, having put to
None,
sea in force, was compelled to return to
its harbours within twelve hours of
DEsTnoyr2=‘'.
Eight.
encountering our squadrons.
SUBHAREST S.

Explanations to Come
These are the results of the action as they
can be seen at the moment of writing.
and although we, no less than the British
Navy, would have preferred that the fight
should have been fought to a finish, they
are, at any rate, satisfactory as far as they
go. But this does not alter the fact that
there is much in the action that calls for
explanation. Why were Beatty's battlecruisers left so long without support, so
that he had to bear the attack not only of
the corresponding squadron of the enemy,
but of the main battle fleet as well ?
Was the disposition of our forces faulty to
begin with, or did the news of the enemy's
sortie reach the Commander-in-Chief so
unexpectedly that the most desperate
measures had to be resorted to to bring
him to action and frustrate his " enter-

None.
GERMAN.
BATTLESHIPS.
Westfalen
Ponnuern
Deriffinger
Lutzow

Wiesbaden
Elbing
Rostock
Frauenlob

Tons.

C1M3.

18,600 Twelve 11 in., twelve 6- in.

13,949 Four 11 in., fourteen 6- 7 in.
BATTLE-CRUISERS.
2,8,000 Eight 12 in.
30,000, Eight IS InARMOURED enrismts.
LIGHT CRUISERS.
5,000 Two 6 in.. ten 4.1 in.
4,300 Eight 51. in.
4.820 Twelve 4.1 in.
2,650 Ten 4.1 in.
DESTROYERS.
Nine.
SUBMARINES.

Photograph of a too infrequent scene on ;which the British Navy is eager to set eyes again v Armoured cruisers of the
German High Seas Fleet steaming out to sea. They are a smaller company now than when they met Sir David Beatty's
Battle-Cruiser Squadron on May 31st.

The liar Illustrated, 17th June, 1916.
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British Battle-Cruiser Fleet Engaging the

in the afternoon of May 3f st Admiral Beatty, in command
L ATE
of some twelve British battle-cruisers, engaged the German
tattle-cruiser squadron off the coast of Jutland. A circuitous
course was navigated in order to attack the German ships in the
rear and cut them off from their own base. Within an hour the

whole of the German High Seas Fleet came up, and the British
admiral, with glorious courage and daring seamanship, kept the
enemy in action, realising that Admiral Jellicoe would soon arrive
with strong reinforcements. A terrible battle ensued, and the
Germans, with superior weight and range of metal, concentrated a
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Might of the German Navy off Jutland

4isastrous fire on the Queen Mary, which broke asunder and sank.
The Indefatigable and Invincible were also shattered in rapid
ff..ccession. Nevertheless, the Kaiser's ships suffered a fearful
battering from Beatty's gallant fleet, and when Admiral Jellicoe
hove in. sight the German Admiral von Scheer beat a hasty

retreat to avoid complete annihilation. From collected reports,
the German High Seas Fleet lost in the two engagements about
eighteen vessels, among which were the most powerful and recent
types, as against fourteen British ships all told. The above
striking picture shows the British battle-cruisers during the fight.
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TYPICAL BRITISH SAILORS.—Some of the crew of H.M.S. Queen Mary, the latest
and largest of the three British battle—cruisers lost in the Battle off Jutland. The
battle—cruiser Queen Mary was completed in 1913. Her displacement was 27,000

tons, her speed 27 knots, and her armament eight 13.5 in., sixteen 4 in. guns, and
two 21 in. torpedo—tubes. Left: A group of chief petty—officers, Right: Some of her
crew—signalmen and boys.

•

laMiNtiMVOMUat'a
"SHE FOUGHT A GALLANT FIGHT."—The Queen Mary's complement, was 1,000
men of all ranks, and of these only seventeen were reported saved. For some minutes

the fire of the entire German Fleet was concentrated upon her, and hit in a vital part
she broke asunder and sank. Left Some more of the crew. Right : A group of stokers,
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Rear-Admiral HOOD,
H.M.S. Invincible.

Rear-Admiral ARBUTHNOT,
H.M.S. Defence.

Commander COPLESTONEBOUGHEY, H.M.S. Defence.

Coin. H. L. L. PENNELL
H.M.S. Queen Mary.

Com. R. H. D. TOW tie,ND
EMS. Invincible.

Com. Stir V. R. BLASE,
H.M.S. Queen Mary.

Capt. C. T. WINTOITH,
H.M.S. Tipperary.

Lieut.-Com. R. L. CLAYTON
H.M.S. Queen Mary.

Lieut, H. G. S. LAING,
H.M.S. Indefatigable.

Lieut. T. F. S. FLEMMING,
H.M.S.

Mid. R. ROXBURGH,
H.M.S. Indefatigable.

1\1.V.-0.. went down with his ship
pear-Adiniral the Iron. Homes 'Hood,
IL-MS. Invincible, after leading his division to the attack -with the most inspiring
courage. Admiral Hood -was born in 1.570..and was the third son of the 4th Viscount.
Hood. He served in the. Sudan and Somali Expeditions. Admiral Hood was also .Naval
Secretary to the First Lord. -of the Admiralty.
who went down with the Defence.
Bear Admiral Sir Robert Arbuthnot,
entered the Navy in 1877. and was unpainted R.earsAdmiral of the Second Battle-Cruiser
Squadron in 1913-14. Sir Robert Was a prominent all-round sportsman.
Commander D. W. Jones. H.M.S. Shark; was one of the nutstanding heroes of the Jutland
Battle. The Shark was the first destroyer to come to grips with the enemy, sinking the
leading German destroyer with a well-placed torpedo, and a second German destroyer
soon iollowed. Then two enemy torpedoes converged on the glorious able :matt and
she 'was shattered. but Commander Jones with two men continued to work the remaining
gun until the destroyer went down.
Among the many brave chaplains who succumbed in the great fight were the. Revs.
C. W. Lydall, C. A. Walton. and W. H. Be Patourel.

Lieutenant PERCY
STRICKLAND.

Lieut. .7. M. B. HAM%
H.M.S. Queen Una.

Lieut. E. W. NILSON,
Defence,

Rev. C. IV. LYDALL,
Re-v. C. A. WALTON,
Mid. H. J. TUSON,
Naval Chaplain.
Naval Chaplain.
H.M.S. Indefatigable.
Fox, Lafayette.)
(Porteuit-s lay Russell, Sywirce, 31,41,11

Com. L. W. JONES,
H.M.S. Shark.

Com. Hon. E. BINGHAM,
H.M.S. Nestor.

Lieut. E. I. RAY,
H.M.S. Queen 'Mary.

Rev. W. H. Le PATOUREL,
H.M.S. Defence.
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German Ships Rehearsing for Jutland Battle

German battleship firing broadsides. Inset: Pommern, sunk in
the North Sea fight. Completed in 1907, she mounted four
11 in. guns.

Clearing the cocks for action. Another enemy photograph of the German Navy at wc rk. Proportionately, the losses sustained
by the German Fleet were overwhelmingly greater than those suffered by the British. The great German " victory" reduced
the Kaiser's Fleet to comparative impotence.
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Soldier-Lumbermen at Work in Windsor Park

Mars is blowing his bugle where once Herne the
Hunter wound his horn. In Windsor Great Park
men of the Canadian Forestry Battalion are felling
Scotch firs.

Lumbermen, khaki—clad, are making the rough—
hewn but most strong and serviceable sleds on
which the fallen trunks are hauled away by teams
of horses.

The Church militant smiles approval on a clean job. Scotch firs are being exported to France in large quantities to be used in the
construction of trenches. Inset above; The badge of the Canadian Forestry Battalion. ,
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BLUNDERS OF GERMAN DIPLOMACY
Enemy Opportunities Lost Through
the Incompetence of Wilhelmstrasse
Specially written by SIDNEY J. LOW, M.A., for The War Illustrated.
If Germany attained to the highest slate of military perfection during the forty-four years between 1870
and 1914, her diplomatic organisation degenerated to a degree of futility which might disgrace tribes
of aborigines. The blunders of Wilhelmstrasse are as the heel of Achilles, and have done more
to neutralise German ambitions than several severe defeats in the geld. The arrogant Junkers imagined
that their military machine was strong enough to dispense with the subtler workings of the diplomatic
mind. Hence the violation of Belgian neutrality, which awoke Germany's most powerful enemy from
a dangerous lethargy. In the following article, which forms the third of our series on " The German
Blunders," Mr. Sidney J. Low, M.A., the eminent writer and lecturer, author of " The Governance
of the British Empire," puts readers of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED in possession of salient factsconcerning
the atrophy of the German diplomatic brain, and their eflect on the course of the war.
HATEVER may be said of German strategy there
can be no question that in their diplomacy our
enemies have made some colossal errors and
astounding miscalculations. German diplomacy has nearly
always been brutal and insolent. But in the hands of a
Frederick or a Bismarck it has occasionally been as astute
and successful as it has been remorselessly egotistical.
In the present war, and still more in the transactions which
led up to the conflict, it has shown no such qualities. It
has revealed an ineptitude and a recklessness which are
singularly out of keeping with Teutonic pretensions to
exact knowledge and systematic thought.
The First Great Failure
The worst and the most irretrievable of the German
mistakes was committed at the outset. Morality apart,
the Kaiser's Government had some very good cards in its
hands in the summer of 1914, when the General Staff
informed it that the time had come for the conflict which
it had been so long anticipating. A pretext had to be
found, and the murder of the Archduke Franz Ferdinand
was on the whole as favourable as could be expected.
True, it was only by the most arrogant aggressiveness that
Austria could make this a casus belli with Serbia, and so
inevitably provoke Russia either to fight or yield. But
nobody was eager to back Russia in that particular quarrel.
Serbia had few friends ; she still lay under the odium of the
assassination of her late king and his wife ; and the crime
of Sarajevo renewed the memories of that odious tragedy.
Neither Britain nor France was inclined to take undue
risks for the unhappy little kingdom. Sir Edward Grey,
though he protested against the cynical violence of the
Austrian demand, frankly let it be known that we were not
going to fight merely to redress the wrongs of Serbia. He
went further. Britain, he said, would not intervene in
a quarrel of Slav and Teuton. We could, and would, stand
outside if the war were isolated in the East and SouthEast of Europe.
Germany Steels France to National Heroism
But the German Government took extreme care that it
should not be so isolated. They intended to " have it out "
with France this time, and were determined to precipitate
that war on two fronts, in which, as the Potsdam experts
assumed, they could overcome and humble both their
armed neighbours. Even so, a subtle diplomacy would
have sought to make France figure as the assailant rather
than the victim. One can imagine how Bismarck, while
irritating Russia beyond the bounds of patience, would
have explained to the French that Germany had no quarrel
with them, and would only use force against France to
defend herself against attack. Instead of making every
preparation for invading France, even while the issue with
Russia was still in suspense, he would have left France to
begin. This might have interfered with the Prussian
General Staff's plan of a swoop on Paris, ssiiiiich after all
failed ; but it would have placed the Republican Government
in a position of considerable embarrassment. The French
people were not eager for war ; they had no desirc to try
conclusions with their formidable_ neighbour ; they knew

W

little and cared less ab'out the Balkans and the Near Eastern
question generally ; and they were not at all disposed to
sacrifice themselves for the benefit of their Russian ally in
a doubtful and ill-undersfo' od quarrel with Austria. If
Germany had held back and spun out the time, so as to
place upon the Republic the onus of attacking her, the
French Ministers might have had a divided and hesitating
country behind them. As it was, Germany resolved all
doubts, and steeled the whole French people to a desperate
and inexorable resistance, by showing them that they were
fighting for sheer existence against ruthless and unprovoked
aggression. It was the recklessness of German diplomacy,
spurred on by the theories of a pedantic militarism, which
turned France into a nation of heroes.
Bismarck Would Have Saved Belgium
And if German diplomacy blundered with France it
blundered more inexcusably in its dealings with Great
Britain. Here. again, we must deem it fortunate that
Bismarck died too soon. For the great Chancellor would
not have forgotten the lesson of 1870 ; he would have
remembered how, even in those pacific and GlacIstonian
days, we should have plunged into the fray the moment
Belgian territory was touched. Bismarck would assuredly
have told Potsdam that it must keep its hands off the
Flemish kingdom, at least in the beginning. He would
unhesitatingly have signed the pledge to respect Belgian
territory. Later on—there might be time to reconsider
the matter ; but, in the first instance, the British Government would have got its undertaking from Germany as
well as France.
That might have interfered with the military scheme. But
consider the difficulty in which it would have placed the
British Cabinet !
As it was, its position in those last
hours of July, 1914, was sufficiently uncomfortable. It
felt, or at least the more statesmanlike Ministers felt, that
we could not stand by to see France crushed. But how
were they to make that clear to a nation which knew
nothing of the German designs, and entertained the utmost
aversion to being mixed up in a purely Continental
quarrel ? On that fateful August 2nd, when our Fleet
had already been mobilised and the workmen at Woolwich
Arsenal had been asked to give up their Bank Holiday,
when Lord Morley and Mr. John Burns had left the Cabinet,
and some other Ministers, it was said, were considering
resignation, tens of thousands of British people were asking
one another what we were going to fight about. Serbia ?
But what was Serbia to us or we to Serbia ? Russia—
Austria—let them fight ; it was no affair of ours.
Prussia Makes Britain's Casus Belli
Even as between France and Germany opinion was
divided and uncertain ; for we had not read Bernhardi
and Treitschke and the British White Book then, and
what Prussianiiii was and meant was veiled from the
general consciousness. After all, some people were saying,
Germany had beaten France before, and we were none the
worse for it. Was the blood of Britons to be poured out
again on Continental battlegrounds over some diplomatic
[Continued on page 428.
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Thrilling Moments in th Flying Man's Car

Two British airmen who, on being attacked Trom an enemy aero—
plane while overhauling their machine, detached their machine—
gun and drove the German off.

Heroin Italian aviator, Captain Salomone, who though attacked
bykokkers piloted his machine safely back. His two comrades
were killed.

German aerial " liveliness" over a British position at Salonika treated as a joke by our soldiers, although a bomb can be seen
bursting on the road a few yards away. (Official photograph issued by the Press Bureau.) Inset: French aviator repairing his
machine. He shot down a Fokker, but his aeroplane was hit twice before the enemy fell to earth.

:the War Illustrated, 17th June, 1916.
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tangle, some spinning of cobwebs over the balance of
power ? The rights and wrongs for the moment were
a little confused •, and if Britons at home and overseas
Were to throw their hearts into the conflict they wanted
a clear issue, a plain, honest cause worth living and dying
for. The German Foreign Office gave it them. It flung
its burglarious hordes into Belgium, murdering, ravishing,
fire-raising ; and Britain awakened from her sleep with a
start. The invasion of Belgium settled the business for us.
Nobody in the British Empire—nobody worth considering
—had any doubts or hesitations after that. We knew
then that we could not, and should not, " sheathe the
sword " till the great crime had been undone and punished.
But when I think how different it might. have been I thank
Heaven that the German Foreign Office was too blind to
understand the sentiment of a free people or too weak to
stand up against its bureaucrats and domineering generals.
Playing with the Stars and Stripes
• German diplomacy had begun with these monumental
blunders. It aggravated them by the amazing stupidity
of its operations in the United States. It had an excellent
chance there at first. America had been shocked by the
Belgian iniquity, but there were numerous counteracting
influences. The German element in the States was large
and influential ; the Irish were professionally anti-English ;
Americans generally were inclined to be suspicious of John
Bull on the warpath, and nervously reminiscent of old
troubles over the " freedom of the seas." A little friction
on that familiar ground speedily developed. We exercised
our belligerent rights with unusual, indeed undue, forbearance ; but some ships had to be stopped, some contraband
was confiscated, some Americans found their business
interfered with, and a peace-loving President, with an eye
on the next elections, was urged to deal with Great Britain
in a spirited fashion. Dr. Wilson, anxious to oblige proGerman and pro-Irish voters, as well as hustling exporters
of cotton and copper, began to popper our Foreign Office
with Notes and Memoranda.
Here was a situation from which an adroit and tactful
German diplomacy might have drawn infinite advantage.
The Wilhelmstrasse and the Washington Embassy used it
to the exceeding injury of their own cause. If they had
possessed the smallest understanding of the American
temperament, they would have known that our excellent
kinsfolk are bad people to bully. By courtesy, forbearance, and moderation, by skilfully enlarging upon the
alleged abuses of British sea - power, they might have
evoked the ready American sympathy for the under-dog,
and the always latent antagonism against British assertiveness. They did nothing of the kind; but on the contrary
showed themselves so impudent, unscrupulous, and offensive that they turned the current of American feeling,
outside " hyphenated " and Fenian circles, against them.
Dr. Dernburg was sent over to " work " the Press and
public opinion, which he did with an insufferable mixture
of flattery, menace, mendacity, and intrigue, until all
decent Americans were disgusted, and no reputable
American newspaper would have anything to do with him.
At length his proceedings became so intolerable that the
State Department found it necessary to request him to
leave the country.
Germans Inspire Reign of Terror
No one can deny that this strollg step, with the subsequent expulsion of Von Papen and Boy-Ed, was abundantly
justified by the provocation which had been given. The
United States became a ,breeding-ground for Teutonic
conspiracy and outrage. A stream of gold was pumped
into the country, and poured through the Embassy and its
agents into the receptive pockets of the scoundrels and
sWindlers who were engaged in the discreditable enterprise.
Sabotage and ruffianism were spread broadcast over the 'Ian -1.
The New York police were kept busy in trying to prevent
infernal machines being placed aboard Transatlantic
liners and raids on Canada being engineered on American
soil. Bribery and corruption were rampant. Attempts
Were made to get at the trade-union leaders so as to curtail
the production of munitions for the allied Governments ;
cartridges and shells for their armies were tampered with ;
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incendiary fires occurred in factories engaged in fulfilling
their orders.
This was bad enough, but what the Americans resented
even more was German interference in their domestic
politics. The " hyphenated " voter was diligently played
upon, and every effort was made to bring Political pressure
to bear upon the President through the party machinery.
Senators and Congressmen were inundated with pro-German
letters and petitions, ostensibly from their constituents, in
reality fabricated by the Teutonic propagandist agencies
and printed at their expense.
The Comedy of Papen and Boy-Ed
The disgraceful Teutonic machinations in America were
not redeemed by the skill with which they were conducted.
The Embassy might, at least, have covered up its +racks
and concealed its connection with the outrage-mongers and
mischief-makers. But nothing could exceed the clumsiness
of its performances. Espionage is not usually considered
an art in which we Britons shine ; but the English Secret
Service men in the United States proved themselves a- good
deal more dexterous at their trade than the strange crew
employed by Von Papen and Boy-Ed. Even when these
gentry were expelled, they were foolish enough to allow
their papers to fall into the- hands of the- British Government, which promptly published them, and enabled the
American public to discover how their neutral hospitality
had been abused. We have made mistakes ourselves in
our relations with the United States during this war,. but
they sink into insignificance compared with the long Catalogue of errors which can be placed to the credit of Count
Bernstorff, his employers, and his employees.
The ingenious gentleman, it must be admitted, had a
difficult task. It was not easy to protest against the violation of the law of nations when one was the representative
of a Power which licensed piracy and murder on the high
seas. With its submarine record to explain away,- the
Berlin Foreign Office could not expect an argumentative
victory in its correspondence with Mr. Lansino% Yet here,
too, its diplomatic methods were singularly maladroit.
Presumably it was unable to keep its friends at the Imperial
Admiralty from such hideous shocks to American ,sentiment as the Lusitania, Arabic, and Sussex atrocities; But
nothing could have been more ill-chosen than the line it
adopted in defence of these crimes. Properly speaking,
it did not defend them ; it met them with such stupid
evasions as that the Lusitania was armed and loaded
with military stores, in spite of the certificate of the New
York port officials that her cargo had been examined and
passed as correct. Nor could there be a better example
of ineptitude than the contention set up at first that the
Sussex was not torpedoed at all,- since the submarine
commander who destroyed her had drawn a sketch of an
entirely different vessel! It is lucky for Germany that she
has had to make these representations to a President determined at all costs to keep his country out of the conflict.
Dutch Friendliness Torpedoed
Nor is it any credit to them that Holland is not estranged.
They had every chance with the Dutch kingdom. ManyDutchmen were pro-German from sentiment ; many More
from a well-grounded conviction that Germany's difficulty
is Holland's opportunity. The Dutch have made far too
much money out of their big neighbours to be anxious to
quarrel with them, and Dutch friendly neutrality is allimportant to a country invested by land and sea. With
all this to restrain them, the German Admiralty roused
furious anger in Holland by getting the finest ship of the
Dutch mercantile- marine wantonly torpedoed ; and the
German Foreign Office responded to the just complaint of
the aggrieved Government by pretending, in the face of
easily-established facts, that the Tubantia was not sunk
by the agency of their countrymen. What the ultimate
verdict of history on the German war-machine will be is a
matter of conjecture ; but there can hardly be two opinions
on the German diplomacy. It is a blunt and ill-made
instrument, and it has been handled with the most conspicuous awkwardness. " We Germans," said Prince von
Billow, " are political donkeys." Whether he is going to
redeem the, national reputation by those obscure peace
intrigues on which he is understood to be engaged we shall
see in due course. It -seems unlikely.
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Austrians Prepare for New Russian Offensive

.84,1nying up supplies of machine-gun ammunition by sledge Austrian neld-hoWitzer aboutto fire against Russian stronghold.
for Austrian forces somewhere on the eastern front.
The distance of the gunners "from the weapon is remarkable.

Some of Franz Josef's soldiers disposing of the snow to
-facilitate military operations, general transport., •etc.

A long and lonely vigil in the anew.
Austrian outpost he
Volitynia, a Flussiarrprovirtoothattorders on Galicia.

A bleak and barren waste. Abandoned Russian trenches in the
neighbourhood of a village in Vothynia.

In Central Europe, where bitter cold prevailed.
Austrian
soidier surveying the enemy,position from a captured fort.

During a lull in the fighting. Honved troops repairing barbedwire entanglements destroyed by a violent blizzard.

Held fast in a drift. Austrian battery up to its axles in snow,
on its way towards the fighting front.

1'dIvasn111
'9I6au nt
Bulgarian troops entering a town in the Balkans with their band playing. The Bulgarians,
according to,reports, have out—Hunned the Huns in their behaviour to the inoffensive

peasantry. Right: German Landsturm marching through a Macedonian town. It will be
noticed that the Landsturm wear a different uniform from that of the first—line troops.

WITH ENEMY FORCES IN THE eALKANS.—Cierman soldiery crossing a stream in
the mountainous regions of Albania. flight : German troops in a Macedonian town buying

tobacco from a Serbian pedlar. Though a large number of Serbian peasants retreated
with King Peter's Army, many remained to barter with the invader,
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Haunts

Peace After the Nightmare of War

The Marquis and Marchioness of Bath have converted Long—
teat into a relief hospital, and for some time past wounded
soldiers have found rest and healing amid its lovely peace.

Longleat, the country seat of he Thynne family, is one of the stately homes cf England that stiil stand beautiful because no Huns
have invaded our land. It is just that it should be opened to men who have helped to keep it inviolate. Left: On the terrace.
Right: By the waterfall.

The War Illustrated, 17th June, 19'46.
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DIARY OF THE W
Chronology of Events, May 1st to 31st, 1916
MAY I.-All rebels in Dublin reported to have
surrendered and the city " quite safe."
Admiralty announces loss through mines
of the armed yacht Aegusa and the minesweeper Nasturtium.
Russian push north-east of Bagdad.
" Summer time " begins in Germany.
MAY 2.-French attack enemy's positions
-south-east of Fort Douaumont, and carry
50o yards of a first-line trench.
Germans attempt assaults east of Ypres,
north of Albert, and on Belgian front, but
are stopped by artillery fire.
War Office announces General Townshend's sick and wounded have been
exchanged for equivalent number of
Turkish prisoners.
Five Zeppelins raid North-East Coast of
England and South-East Coast of Scotland ; 9 killed, 29 injured.
MAY 3.-Hostile aeroplane drops bombs on
Deal ; two men and one woman injured.
French carry German positions to
north-west of Dead Man Hill ; roo
prisoners and four machine-guns taken.
Mr. Birrell resigns Irish Secretaryship.
P. H. Pearse, Thomas J. Clarke, and
Thomas MacDonagh, signatories to Irish
Republican Proclamation, shot.
Mr. Asquith introduces his Bill for
compulsory service of all men between
18 and 41.
Zeppelin L20 destroyed off Stavanger
(Norway), on way back from raid on
British coast, May 2.
Belgian forces land on German shore
of Lake Kivu, East Africa.
MAY 4.-More Russian troops reach Marseilles.
British prisoners in enemy hands
reported at 37,047.
Zeppelin L7 destroyed by British light
cruisers Galatea and Phaeton and a submarine off Schleswig.
Four more Irish rebel leaders shot.
Austrian destroyer sunk by French
submarine Bernouilli.
MAY 5.-Ze2pelin destroyed off Salonika;
4 officei!, 8 men made prisoners.
MAY 6.-Germany's reply to the American
Note on submarine warfare published.
Mr. Lloyd George speaks at Conway on
case for equal service.
MAY 7.-Strong German attack on French
front between Hill 304 and Dead Man
Hill, enemy penetrating into communication trench to east of former. Between
Haudromont Wood and Douaumont Fort
he gains a footing in French first line
over a distance of 300 yards.
General Main promoted Commanderin-Chief of the Central Armies between
Soissons and Verdun.
Russians capture Turkish defences
north-east of Bagdad.
Two naval aeroplanes missing ; body
of Flight Sub-Lieut. H. R. Simms picked
up at sea, and the observer Sub-Lieut. C.
J. Mullen missing. German claim to
have sunk submarine E3I by gun fire
denied.
Air-raid on Port Said ; three civilians
wounded.
MAY 8.-British Trench Raids.-North of
Thiepval Wood troops of the Royal Welsh
Fusiliers and Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers
raid enemy trenches. Near Fromelles
also units of these troops raid hostile
trenches,
Anzacs in France.-War Office announces that Australian and New Zealand troops have arrived in France.
General Birdwood in command.
Italian troops land at. Bardia, near
Sollum.
White Star liner Cymric torpedoed and
sunk in Atlantic by a submarine ; five
of crew killed.
MAY 9.-Three violent German attacks in the
region of Hill 3o4, with large forces,
smashed by the French fire. Counterattacks drive enemy from points of
French first line he was occupying northwest of the ThiaumCnt Farm.

Robert Fay, Paul Dasche, and Walter
Scholz sentenced in New York for conspiracy to blow up ships.
MAY ro.-Petrograd reports that Russian
troops have occupied Kasr-i-Shirin, about
roo miles from Bagdad.
President Wilson's reply to German
Note published.
Strong German attack west of Hill 304
completely repulsed by French.
Germans admit sinking of the Sussex
by submarine.
MAY u.-Sir John Nixon's despatch on the
Battle of Ctesiphon and retreat to Kut
published.
Mr. Asquith leaves London for Dublin.
Total German losses to end of April
officially stated at 2,822,079.
German attack west of the Vaux Pond
(north-east of Verdun) repulsed. "
Total. casualties to date in Irish rebellion published-1,315 ;
r3 rebels
executed.
12.-Enemy captures 500 yards of our
front trenches north-east of Vermelles.
Portion of lost ground regained.
French airship " T " lost off Sardinia.
At Verdun the French extend their
positions south-east of Haucourt.
MAY r3.-Germans, after very heavy bombardment, attack our lines about Ploegsteert Wood, but are repulsed.
Small monitor M3o lost in Mediterranean ; two men killed and two wounded
MAY I4.-German East Africa.-Reported
that three days' attacks by enemy in
direction of Kondoa Irangi have been
defeated, and that Belgians have entered
Kigali.
Austrians begin attack on Italian front
south-east and south of Trent, and
advance slightly.
MAY r5.-Sir Roger Casement charged at Bow
Street with high treason.
Statement by Sir E. Grey to American
interviewer on allied policy published.
Russians take Revanduzo (Mesopo- ,
tainia).
British Success on the Vimy Ridge.Lancashire Fusiliers seize and occupy the
enemy's forward line in Artois, on a front
of 250 yards.
MAY i6.-Austrians launch attack against
Italians on a narrow front between Zugna
Torta and the Val Sugano.
Sir Douglas Haig reports 27 combats
in the air ; an Albatross was attacked,
driven down, and wrecked near Lille ;
another driven down north of Vitry.
Lord Curzon president of new Air Board.
North Sea Naval Fight.-An encounter
takes place off the Belgian coast between
British destroyers and monitors and some
German destroyers. After a short engagement the enemy withdraws. Our force
had no casualties.
MAY I7.-Anzac column in Sinai Peninsula
successfully attacks enemy troops at
Bayoud and Mageibra.
Raiding parties of Seaforths enter
German trenches north of Roclincourt
(north-east of Arras). Three dug-outs
full of Germans are bombed, one being
blown up.
Mr. Balfour's statement on " freedom
of the seas " published.
MAY r8.-Big enemy attack on French
positions in the Avocourt Wood and Hill
304 repulsed. French seize strong enemy
fort on the north-eastern slope of Hill 304.
Mine crater on Vimy Ridge captured
by the enemy.
Royal Commission on Trish rising opens.
Successful bombardment of El Arish,
important post on the Turkish line of
communications from Syria to Egypt,
by British ships, aeroplanes, and seaplanes.
MAY 19.-Fierce German .attack on French
lines between the Wood of Avocourt and
Hill 304. The enemy captures a small
work south of Hill 287.
Italian Retreat on Trentino Front.
General Gorringe takes the Dujailar
Redoubt on the Tigris.

The Loyal North Lancashire Regiment
recapture crater on Vimy Ridge.
Hostile seaplane raid the Kent coast.
One brought down later by a naval patrol
off the coast of Belgium.
MAY 20.-Lieut.-General Sir Bryan Mahon
assumes command in Western Egypt; and
is succeeded by Lieut.-General Milne at
Salonika.
Russian cavalry join General Gorringe's
troops on the Tigris.
MAY 21.-French capture two German trenches
between Avocourt Wood and the Meuse,
and on :the right bank of the river the
Haudromont quarries.
The Summer Time Act comes into force.
Germans gain 1,5oo yards of British
front-line trenches on the Vimy Ridge.
MAY 22.-South bank of Tigris as far as the
Shat-el-Hai reported clear of the enemy.
French troops re-enter part of Donaumont Fort.
MAY 23.-Forces of disaffected Sultan of
Darfur defeated by British column, and
his capital, El Fasher, entered.
Italians withdraw between the Astico
and the Brenta (north-east of Rovereto)
and in the Sugana Valley.
MAY 24.-Verdun Battle. The Germans,
after heavy sacrifices, enter the village of
Cumieres, and reoccupy Fort Douaumont.
MAY 25.-Military Service Act receives Royal
assent.
British aeroplanes bomb Turkish posts
at Rodh Salem, El Hamma, Bir Bayud,
Bir Salmana.
MAY z6.-General Smuts' Advanee.-War
Office announces that General Smuts' advanced troops have occupied Rufu Lager
on the Usambara Railway, Lembeni (on
the same railway), and Ngulu, eight miles
south-east of Lembeni.
MAY 27.-In fierce counter-attack at Cumieres
the French win back eastern part, and
make progress at Hill 304.
Death of General Gallieni.
MAY 28.-Bulgarian Invasion of Greece.-Reported that Bulgarian troops operating
in the Struma Valley advance and occupy
the southern outlet of the Rupel Pass,
the adjacent heights, and the Demir
'llissar Bridge.
MAY 29.-Germans suffer a sanguinary
reverse in a violent attack on Hilt 304.
Tyrol Battle. - Continued Austrian
attacks against the- Italian positions
between the Adige and the Arsa Valley
(south of Rovereto) repulsed.
A White Paper issued containing telegrams regarding the Bagdad Expedition
which passed between the Viceroy of
India, the India Office, Generals Nixon
and Townshend.
MAY 30.-Sir Douglas Haig's first despatch
published.
One Hundredth Day of Battle of Verdun.
-French report violent attack between
Dead Man Hill and Cumieres. Farther
east, in region of the Caurettes Wood, the
French withdraw a few hundred yards
to south of Bethincourt-Cumieres Road.
War Office reports that Brigadier
General Northey has occupied New
Langenburg, in south-west of • German
East Africa.
MAY 31.-With unprecedented artillery fire
the Germans make repeated attacks east
of Dead Man Hill and around Cumieres
village. The French repulse enemy but
have to evacuate their first-line trench
south-west of Cumieres.
Great Naval Fight off Jutland.Admiral Beatty engages German battlecruiser squadron and battle fleet off
Danish coast, inflicting and sustaining
heavy losses.
On the advent of the
British battle fleet, wider Admiral
Jellicoe, the enemy disperses and retreats.
Admiralty counts 18 German ships sunk
against our 14, among latter being tile
battle-cruisers Queen Mary, Indefatigable,
Invincible, and the cruisers Defence,
Black Prince, and Warrior.

24th June, 1916.
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GETTING BUSY AT SALONIKA.---anding a huge gun On the quay at the Greek port. tha vi apon was partially dismantled
-before being "dropped over the side," suspended on powarfuIstlaf
sera. The barrel bribe weapon is seen lying on the quay.
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MME. JOFFRE 'AT HOME' IN WAR-TIME
Some Personal Impressions of a Visit to the
Devoted Wife of the Great French Generalissimo
By MARC LOGE and H. DU TRIMS
During these critical days, when the virtue of self-sacrifice is demanded, not of a few individuals,
but of whole nationalities of mankind, the influence of womanhood on the conduct of great work is of
immense iMportance. Thus very deep interest attaches now to Mme. fofire, wife of the man to whom
is confided the destiny of France. The charming, modest consort of the great Generalissimo has played
a fine part in the war of liberation. in the following biographical sketch two well-known French
women-zvriters, Mmes. du Taillis and Marc Loge, give us a delightful interpretation of the character,
work, and home interests of Mine. joffre," a soldier's wife who counts."

M

ADAME _METRE affirms far too modestly that
a " soldier's wife does not count." Since the
beginning of the war, however, public opinion has
not shared this sentiment, judging by the tenacity with
which it pursues her in order to become more intimately
acquainted with her every action. If, for the last eighteen
months the attention of the world has been riveted on
General Joffre, as being the man to whom France and her
Allies have confided their greatest destinies, Madame
joffre has not escaped from national curiosity and sympathy.
No doubt she occasionally finds rather irksome the patriotic
homage thus so naïvely rendered to her, for, to use her own
expression, many people stare at her as if she were
bete curieuse I " She leads a most discreet, retired l
and even goes so far as to experience certain scruples about
the popularity her husband's name attracts to her.
Madame Joffre is a Parisian born. - Her father, M. Peron,
Chevalier of the Legion of Honour, was a celebrated art
collector who inculcated in his daughter the love of beautiful
things, a love which she has ever retained. She was first
entrusted to the care of English governesses, and later she
went to England to perfect herself in the language. Then,
later still, she was sent to Germany, where she also spent
two years.
.Happy Home Life at Auteuil
Madame Joffre met her future husband many years ago,
when she was hardly out of her teens, and he merely a
young officer with little or no fortune, but it was only
ten years ago that they were able to realise their life-long
desire of uniting their lives. Madame Joffre's father refused
to consent to the marriage of his daughter with a young
officer whose future appeared so very uncertain. At last
both young people listened to reason, and each married
somebody else, thus apparently renouncing their dearest
hopes. The' gods, however, had decided otherwise. Six
months after his wedding General Joffre's first wife died,
and ten years ago. Madame joffre became free to
marry again, and the romance sketched so long before
was at last happily concluded.
Madame joffre possesses to the highest degree that rare
and marvellous faculty of allowing one to catch"a glimpse
only of the glowing, radiant side of her nature. When
pained or grieved she excels in dissimulating her anxiety
or sorrow. Her greatest charm is to be happy—or, at least,
to appear so. And General Joffre, so wrongly endowed with
a reputation of taciturnity, has exclaimed more than once :
- How unhappy I should be if ' I had a sad companion ! "
Madame joffre is simple, natural, and cheerful. She
dresses with great sobriety, and the " pre-war " styles
tlicl-not appeal to her at all. She loves her home, and cares
very little for Society, Her greatest delight is to spoil her
husband, who allows her to do so with-much good 'grace.
In time of peace the General works at the French War
Office from 7 a.m. until 7 p.m. Once his daily task is
accomplished he hastens back to his. home in the Rue MichelAnge,nt Auteuil. Thus dwelling is both simple and spacious.
In the large, airy rooms, many flowers strike a cheerful
note, lighting up the fine old furniture. In the drawing.room a bust of Madame joffre, due to the chisel of Madame
A. Bis,son, seems to bid one Wekome. On the walls hang
some pictures, remembrances of her father and of a dearly
roved brother. A few tapestries and some bronzes complete

the decoration of the General's home, while in the smokingroom, in a prominent place, stands the autograph portrait
of the Grand Duke Nicholas, given by the Russian Commander-in-Chief to his French colleague. A small garden
surrounds this quiet home, and when no greater dutiesclaim his time the General devotes much care to the fruit,
trees, which certainly produce each year at least thirty
prunes, seven pears, and three apricots!
Madame Joffre takes care always to be at home to welcome
her husband on his return from his daily •%vork. If the
General expresses the desire to hear a little music to relax
his mind, she willingly takes her seat at the piano. She is,
an excellent musician, and though now she believes that
Wagner is banished for long from the French stage, she,
deems that Mozart and Beethoven belong to humanity.'
Or, perhaps, her husband prefers her to read aloud. In
that case she, opens his favourite book of the moment.
Or does he simply wish to chat .? He finds his wife
attentive and prompt with ready retort. And when the
General merely wishes to enjoy a good dinner—he is a " fin'
gourmet "—Madame Joffre takes keen pleasure in herself ,
preparing his favourite dishes. In short, she is a very,
devoted wife indeed. The only point on which they are
apt to disagree is the question of early rising. When at
home, General Joffre insists that everybody should be up
at seven o'clock each morning. And no doubt, since the
war, Madame joffre and her unmarried daughter (who lives
with them and who adores her step-father) have modified
their rising hour.
Travelling has always been one of the greatest pleasures
of General joffre and his wife. They have made many,
journeys, but tlicir most delightful remembrances are
connected with Their trip to Russia, whither the General
had been sent on a mission. Madame Joffre travelled,
separately and was received as a friend by the Grand
Duchess Anastasia, with whom she spent a month. One
of her most cherished possessions is a magnificent album,
in which the Grand Duke Nicholas, now Commander-m-.
Chief of the Caucasus Armies, had collected photographs'
commemorating the principal episodes of her stay in'.Russia.,
One day, as her husband was about to start on some
inspection connected with his official mission, sheftiund
before her seat at the ducal table the photograph;,cif her
husband, while the Grand Duke Nicholas said to her,
teasingly :
" I take your husband so often away from you; mi4anne,
that it is only right that I should at least leave yinu
image
Madame Joffre's Self-Denial
Before war broke out Madame Joffre had never been
separated from her husband since their marriage ten
years ago. The glory of being the wife of the first
mobilise " of France did not lessen her sorrow at
this separation. Her self-denial deserves to be praised,,
for she has never been, and never will go, to the General
Headquarters. Yet who could do so more easily -WhO,
could wish it more ardently ? The example of discipline,'
however, should come frona above, and Madame Jeffre
submits herself to it just as the most humble of Frenchwomen. During the first weeks of the gigantic at_ Jggle
her letters, posted just like any others, were not delivered
[0.),/6'0V(1. on Pose 436.
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Wounded Her'oes from Kut Recoup at Basra

After the fall of Kut the Turks sent the British sick and wounded back to the British lines. Four of these men are seen con—
valescent outside the little hospital at Basra. Camera testimony to the hardships suffered by the garrison is afforded by the
photograph (right) of one of the famished arrivals in the British camp.

Deck scene on a hospital ship on the Tigris showing wounded
from Kut standing about and in their cots.

The less serious cases were gently assisted
across the ship's gangway by willing helpers.

Wounded officer from Kut being taken ashore from a hospital
ship by Indian orderlies on arriving at the British lines.

Another view of the landing of wounded when one of the hospital ships from
Kut reached the British lines at Basra.
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MME. JOFFRE "
with more swiftness or regularity. , At last, in order to
spare the Commander-in-Chief of the French Armies this
unnecessary domestic anxiety, it was decided that Madame
Joffre should be authorised to send and receive her correspondence by means of the military motors running
between the General Headquarters and the Government.
"Madame la Generalissime"
When the French Government left Paris for Bordeaux
in those crucial days. of September, 1914, Madame Joffre
settled herself at Royan with her family. The road
leading to her villa soon became familiar to the Wounded
soldiers who, having recovered -from their injuries, were
about to return to the trenches. To each of these she
gave a package and, when necessary, some money. If one
happens to say in her hearing that " they " lack some
object or other on some part of the front, Madame Joffre
immediately undertakes to send them Whatever they most
need, however great an effort it may cost her. And it is
said that a wild enthusiasm reigns in -the trenches when
the contents of a package bearing the card of " la Generale
Joffre " are distributed amongst the " Poilus."
Madame Joffre has received many curious and picturesque letters, all most touching on account of tile confidence
and. sincerity they express. A '' bleu " (a soldier of the
youngest classes) sends . his " love." Another who is
prisoner in Germany, asks her to find his
parents for him: - He addressed his letter to
" Madame-la Generalissime, en France," and,
though forwarded from G-cimany, it

which contained a scarf-pin for the General, That pin is
certainly worth fifty centimes at the least!
Amongst the many candid letters which Madame Joffre
has received, here is one which may possibly interest our
younger readers. It came from Montferrand
General,—Grandsons of'a " Lorrain " who followed the cam-'
paign of 5870 as a volunteer, at the age of eighteen, but too little
as yet to defend our dear Fatherland, arms in hand, our small
hearts arc simply overflowing with the patriotic sentiments
which animate the courage of our dear soldiers, amongst whom
is our dear papa.
We beg you, General, to accept this small Christmas remembrance sent to you by three true little French boys. They have
emptied their savings-box in order to prove you their gratitude
for, the great work of the liberation of French territory and of
Alsace-Lorraine, which you arc pursuing with so much success.
On Christmas Day we shall address a prayer to the petit Jesus,•
so that He may bless you and keep you in good health to accome
plish your great task.
Please receive, General, the patriotic wishes of three little
French boys=three future soldiers.—GEORGES PRIV.U., aged 8.
JEAN BONNEFOND, aged 8. LOUIS PIUVAL, aged 6. Since her return to Paris, Madame Joffre consecrates all
her time in helping her husband's " men." She is at the
head of at least ten relief funds or aid committees ; her
house is littered with socks, scarves, mufflers, piles of
cigarettes, provisions of all kinds. All theSe " comforts "
are packed under her supervision and sent to the firing-line.
Intellectual occupations and manual work help her to bear
the tension and anxiety of waiting, while her every thought,
her every heartbeat, are with .those who are fighting with
km
who is leading them to victory,
Dreaming of the Days to Be
Madame Joffre often spends long hours in the houseboat,
anchored just out of Paris, at Bougival, in which her
husband and she intend to travel, after the war, slowly
along the winding rivers and quiet canals of France—of
France tranquil in the thought of her victorious independence. They will take advantage of the peace and quiet ;
they will at last enjoy to write their memoirs. At present,
however, Madame Joffre thinks only of the joy which will
be hers when, after the dearly-won success, of which she
has never doubted, the great chief will at last return. :No
doubt she already imagines the pride, the sweetness of their
reunion when, in the flag-decorated streets, the very
mourning veils will flutter like banners. And it is said
that one day, as she was speaking of the victorious return
of our soldiers, she cried out :
" What a pity I shall be obliged to sit in the official
tribune. I should so much prefer to climb a tree of the
Champs Elysees to see my General pass I "

Madame Joffre.

reached her safely. She often
receives letters from old
mothers and young wives,
who all request her to intertede in behalf of " le cher
enfant," or " le cher niari," so
that he may obtain a few
days' leave, which would give
them such joy.
The gratitude of these poor
people often assumes the most
unexpected forms. Some good
peasant women, whose sons
she had nursed at the hospital of Rogan, sent her one
day a gift of fresh eggs. And
on January ist, 1915, she
received a box decorated
with tricolour ribbons, and
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Corner of the drawing—room of IVIme. Joffre's home at Auteuil. "The bust of
Mme. Joffre, by Mme. A. Sisson, seems to bid one wciccme."

Canadians Carry Trenches in Counter-Attack

After a terrific bombardment, in which they poured every
kind of explosive on a front of 3,000 yards, eight battalions of
Germans won temporary possession of some trenches held by
the Canadians near Hooge. Next morning, in full daylight, the
angry Canadians made a heroic counter—attack. They advanced
at a run, cheering wildly, and attacking in assaulting parties at

various points of the line, quickly retook the trenohes and then
bombed their way right and left, clearing the trenches and
getting into touch with each other at various bombing posts. It
was grim work, and the enemy received terrific punishment.
inset: Lt.—Col. H. C. Buller, D.S.O.,Rifle Brigade, commanding.
Princess Patricia's Canadian L.I., who was killed on June 3rd.

The Way illustratcd, 24th Junc, 1915.
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With Our Special Photographer in East Africa:

Armoured car, several of which modern war-machines have
done great service over the arid wastes of East Africa.

British engineers, assisted by natives, rebuild abridge over the
kumi River, which had been destroyed by the Germans.

Hello station and staff at work during the Battle of Sala;ta on " Ox transport trekking along an African highway in a cloud of
dust. A British soldier is bringing up the rear.
March 12th, when the Germans were forced from a hill.

Stalwart types of born fighters. Men of the King's African Rifles Fort Moshi, a strong German position In East Africa, captured
line up to proceed to the zone of fire.
by British troops on March 25th after a sixty-mile advance,

Automobile, conveying a wate r-tank, in difficulties while crossing
a drift. Every gallon of water had to be stored in tanks like this.

Road trenches dug by the Germans In retreat'ng from Salaita
to prevent pursuit by British armoured cars.
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In the Van of General Smuts' Great Advance

Naval 12-pounder in action. These weapons did excellent
work during the advance.

Method of moving heavy artillery across open country. Powerful
motor-oar dragging a naval gun into action.

British hospital train waiting to start for the base with wounded
soldiers from the fighting round Salaita.

Portable naval hydroplane hangar. These invaluable sheds were
erected and taken down with remarkable rapidity.

Graves of patriots who fell far afield. Cemetery of British
officers who fell during the Battle of Taveta.

Temporary office of the supply section. A tarpaulin stretched
over some dead trees.

The great difficulty of the campaign is lack of water, which has
to be stored and transported in these special tanks.

British troops in East Africa detraining waggons in se:tions.
Scene on the line of General Smuts' advance.

The War ltletztrated, 24th June; 1916.
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Australian Premier Visits Anzacs in France

On May 8th, 1916, the Anzacs arrived in France under the command of General Birdwood, and the Hon. W. M. Hughes, Prime
Minister of Australia, seized an early opportunity of inspelting them. Anzac infantry passing before the Prime Minister.

General Birdwood addressing the troops after the inspection. His name will go down to posterity coupled with the phrase " the
Soul of Anzac," applied to him by Sir Ian Hamilton in an historic despatch from Gallipoli. Mr. Hughes le standing behind him.

Taking the salute of the guns. Anzac artillery marching past Mr. Hughes, who is standing with General Birdwood at the corner
of the building. (The three illustrations on this page are from official photographs issued on behalf of the Press Bureau).
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Women V ork with a Will while Men make War

"Women have abundantly justified their employment in the naval shipbuilding yards. Their industry and obedience make them
particularly valuable."

Since the war began women have proved their ability to carry through heavy work which most people thought would be beyond
their strength. Wearing dungarees and masculine blouses, in which they still contrive to look charmingly feminine, they handle
and shift heavy bars of steel with workmanlike dexterity.

Thc War -1111totrated, 24th June.; 1916.
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WHERE EATTY'S GUNS RE-ECHO

"

By

The Far-Reaching Effects of
the British North Sea Victory
Commander CARLYON BELLAIRS, RN., M.P., Our Naval Expert

BRING the war the public has never He must inflict against a Navy twice as
bad a despatch from Admiral strong a loss of over two to one before he
1-"F Jellicoe, though his full official begins to score. He has not only revealed
account of the battle off the coast of his strategy, his tactics, and strength, but
Jutland may be published by the time he has revealed something more under
this article is printed. For twenty-two the Beatty touch. My readers will
months he has sealed the northern entrance remember that while I did not doubt the
to the North Sea within the limits allowed perfection of German gunnery training, I
by the_ Foreign Office. For twenty-two insisted that the Grand Fleet not only had
months he has prevented the surface craft the freedom of the sea, but that it was not
of Germany from indulging in any in any way in contact with the civil
military operation in the North Sea population of a great town with all its
beyond three hurried and useless raids on hopes, fears, and distractions, as was the
the East Coast. And now his Grand case with the German Fleet. Nor was it:
Fleet has been in action for six minutes, except for brief intervals, under the
four of his fast battleships for a little over parasitical influence of dependence on
two hours, three battle-cruisers for nearly a nursing dockyard.
These things are impalpable, but the
an hour, and six batt/e-cruisers for over
three hours with the whole of the German man who ignores considerations of this
High Seas Fleet. The destroyers and character is only half a seaman. Now,
small cruisers pursued the flying enemy in the battle, all accounts agree as to the
in a night action which lasted for six excellence of the opening stages of the
hours, In these figures I assume that
the action proper ceased a few minutes
before seven o'clock, with the enemy in
flight ; and I have not taken into account
Weather conditions of a highly
the period of one hour when our four Lions,
favourable nature robbed the Fleet of
the Indefatigable, and New Zealand were
that complete victory which I know was
in action with - the enemy's battle-cruisers
as tire latter retreated on the High Seas
expected by all ranks.
Fleet
Our losses were- heavy
On Austria's Frontiers
niany most gallant comrades, but
Since the battle the Board of Admiralty
although it is . very difficult to obtain
has been strengthened by the appointaccurate information as to the enemy
ment of Admiral Calthorpe, who has not
only: been on active service afloat throughloSses, I have no doubt that we shall fini.1out the war but is intimately acquainted
that they are certainly not less than our
with the Russian Navy. He therefore
possesses a ripe judgment for the allown. Sufficient information has alimportant future of the Baltic, where the
ready been received for me to make that
Germans have jeopardised their position
statement with confidence.
by the battle of May 3ist. That move to
certain enterprise 1._
the north, for a
I ant more proud than ever to have the
which failed, appears to have owed its
origin to a visit a few days previously of
honour of commanding a Fleet manned
the Kaiser to Wilhelnishafen.
by such officers and men.—Admiral
What the enterprise was, whether it
Jellicoe's message to the Fleet.
was to pass commerce raiders and battlecruisers on to the trade routes and on to
the Archangel munition route, is all matter
fdr conjecture now that it hopelessly
German gunnery which sank the Queen
failed.
Misty as was the tactical situation of Mary and Indefatigable, but they all add
the actual battle, it lighted up the whole that it was flustered as our guns got to
military strategy of the war to the Riisian work, and fell off while our cern improved.
General Staff. A hundred articles from This is precisely what one would expect
Von der Goltz to those embodying the plan after nearly two years of the conditions
of Hindenburg's last offensive in thenorth I have mentioned, and it is this revelation
prove that the co-operation of the fleet which enabled Beatty to tell his crews,
in the Gulf of Riga is a sine qua non in a spirit of confident knowledge rather
than of boastful arrogance, that " we have
of a German offensive.
The battle in the North Sea plainly only had the first round, but in the second
indicated to the Russians that there was I think they will finally throw up the
no need for anxiety in the north, and that sponge." He spoke to men who had
they could smash through to' the south not been in the least degree flustered by
'against the Austrians. Beatty's ,uns are the appalling loss of the two great battleindeed re-echoing down the frontiers
'
of cruiser units at the beginning of the
Austria. I ventured to prophesy that fight.
I have before me now a speech I made
the Germans would not be heard of in the
North Sea except as a counsel of despair. in the House of Conunons in the days
I was wrong ; and, indeed, I am glad that of the Dreadnoughts' introduction, in
I was wrong. One can only prophesy that which I stated that North Sea battles
the enemy will do the right thing, and is would likely be fought under conditions
this ease he has unmistakably done the of low visibility and, therefore, of closer
range than might suit our purpose. Well,
wrong one,
In an offensive against Britain how the enemy had this advantage as well as
clearly are the dice loaded against him. easy distance to Ins ports, so that he

could use all his destroyers while we
could only use the most modern with
good fuel endurance. He had arSo greatly
superior forceS until the closing minutes
of the action. Retreating he could scatter
mines. He was in waters he knew far
more intimately than we do around the
Horn's Reef. His torpedoes had the
double advantage, for in chasing we went
to meet them, and our own had to overtake their targets. And yet such was
our success that his losses exceeded our
own.
" They have lost two battleshipS, two
battle-cruisers of the most modern type,
including the battle-cruiser Liitzow, iour
light cruisers, and destroyers so numerous
that we have not managed to count
them," So says Beatty, and he deals
with certainties and not with vessels that
sank out of our view. If our Admiralty
announcement lacked imagination and
proportion, the German official statement
was a clumsy falsehood as to losses. In
a great fishing ground there are sure to be
survivors picked up and neutrals glean
the facts, so that these falsehoods were
bound to he exposed.
Realisation of
The Germans have since owned up to
one battle-cruiser and two cruisers in
addition to the ships given in their official
statement as the only vessels that had
not returned. 'The drawing of truth front
the well is, like the drawing Of teeth, a
painful process. as the Germans will find
to their cost. The realisation of defeat
in the mind of a people is always so mach
the worse for an overture of victory having
been played, and it will be interesting
to know the sequel in Germany as this
consciousness comes to fruition.
One advantage and only one was to
be gained by the Germans risking a
battle, and this> they will be unable to
reap. It is an old story with me, being
connected with the reserve of guns, eoncerning which I agitated first in too 'f lie Germans maintain far larger reserves
than we do, though these may have been
drawn on for military purposes. We mathave made good our reserves during the
war. It is obvious that the repeated
firing of big guns wears their inner tubes
out. If there is sufficient reserve we'can
mount new guns after a battle'; if there
is not the ships must continue to use
some of their worn guns or retube them,
and this process takes nearly three months
and throws a new strain on the munition
market.
Earlier in my article I said the Germaas
had revealed all their strength and weak-,
ness and their tactical methods. The
smoke tactics to furnish a screen = of
smoke and the use of destroyers to delayour battleships coming into action are
interesting but not novel methods. The
concentration of salvoes on the leading
ship is as old as the Scriptural " fight
neither with great nor with small save
only with the King of Istiel." The
Zeppelins were of less use than was
expected. For the rest we must wait
for the master's voice from somewhere
in the North.
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David against Goltath British Torpedo-Boat Destroyer Makes an End of German Battleship

DURING the great naval engagement off the coast of Jutland
on May '1st one of the British torpedo-boat destroyers
performed a particularly 'fine and thrilling piece of work. The
boat is currently repbrted to -have been the Spitfire, one of the

" K " class, to which the now famous Shark also belonged. It
was in the night-time, when the actual battle between capital ships
had been ended by the flight of the- German Fleet ancbthe engagemeat had assumed the character of a running fight, carried on_

on our side by our smaller and faster craft. Single-handed, the
Spitfire attacked a big German battleship and, getting a torpedo
tight borne, blew her up. In her turn the Spitfire was attacked
by an enemy submarine, but on the instant she rammed the German

vessel and, as far as is known, sank her. These destroyers of the
" K " class are of about 920 tons displacement and average 24,500h.p,
with a designed speed of thirty-two knots. They,have four torpedotubes. Eight British T.B.D.'s -were lost in this engagement.

04,
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A WEAPON OF THE DARK AGE.—Perhaps the most nerve-racking weapon of all used
in the Great War is the trench-gun, or mortar. These deadly machines, of which there
are many types, project shells and aerial torpedoes into the enemy trenches. The horror
of them lies in the fact that soldiers can see them coming, thet•eby suffering all the mental
agony in advance as to their eventual destination. This illustration shows a squad of
French soldiers In a trench on the western front working a battery of these weapons.

The small bomb-throwers, or " taupias," two of which are shown en the edge of the
trench, are made out of a piece of shell-casing, and fired through a touch-hole. The
larger mortar, in the foreground, is a " crapouillot"; it hurls a bomb with a circular end
bolted on to a ribbed case which contains the explosive. This mortar makes a deafening
trench position,
report, and Is very destructive. A German shell having just struck the
part of a trench-gun was seat flying over the parapet together with a Pollu's °segue.
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Switzerland's Kindly Care of British Prisoners

Some of the British soldier invalids released from
durance in Germany, marching off to their quarters
at Chateau D'Oex, in neutral Switzerland.

of gaiety, not unmixed with tears,
A SCENE
was witnessed on the arrival of the first
batch of British soldier invalids in neutral
Switzerland. The kindly Swiss populace_ accorded these representatives of the warring
nations a great welcome ; music, flowers, a _
liberal supply of refreshment, and—what they had
not known during their long term of imprisonment—human sympathy.
By international arrangement these wounded
prisoners, all of whom are unfit for further service,
are being released by the belligerents, to be
interned in Switzerland until after the war.
The photographs on this page show the arrival
of the invalids. Those well enough to go on
foot paraded the streets of the Swiss town, but
some had to be carried on stretchers.
The beautiful district of the Chateau D'Oex,
where the Franco-British prisoners will be ac::
commodated, is seen on the right, an idyllic green
upland valley dominated by the Rfiblihoru and Winter impression of the setting of the Chateau D'Oex, where the
men
the Gummfluh.
broken in war will rest, under Swill's care.

Some of the Indian soldiers released from Germany as unfit for furthe - Still suffering acutely from their wounde,,these.rnen
service. Scene on the arrival at the station in Switzerland,
arrived on stretchers which wersbedecked with flowers.
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Scenes and Incidents Along the French Front

Mules carrying munitions for mitrailleuses. A German shell
falling among a herd of these animals, sixty were killed out—
right by the explosion.

Faulty shell of large calibre which failed to explode.

Neatly constructed French trench. A wood flooring was laid
down and the walls were consolidated with wattles.

Dummy cannon mounted on a carriage, a device used to draw
and waste German ammunition.

the war game of hide—and—seek. Secreting a heavy French gun
on the fighting front.

"75" in action against a German aviator. There is little or
no recoil with these weapons.
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Eagle Eyes of the Guns Mark Down the Foe

General view of a British battery in action. Part of an AngloIndian force operating against the enemy.

View of the battery from behind. In the foreground wireless operators are recording the instructions transmitted from
hovering aeroplane. Above g A British and an Indian soldier enjoying a ride on a camel.

Gunners making signals to acknowledge a wireless message received from an aeroplane. Stripe of white cloth are stretched cn
the ground after the fashic I the arms of a semaphore.
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Soft-Hearted Fighting Men & Some of Their Pets

One of._ the great German search—

lights that nightly sweep the horizon
from Ostend.

British Marines, wearing life—belts in
case of accident, on a patrol boat
looking for pirate U boats.

Baby gazelle, the pet of a soldier who brought it up by hand. At first it was se weak that it could only lick milk from his
li ps. Centre : Indian sentry guarding a Turkish prisoners' camp in Mesopotamia. Right Corporal Tschulkovski, aged fifteen,
one of the first Russians to enter Erzerum. He was personally decorated by the Tsar.

One of the heroes of Kut who died that others might live.
t wore the medals for three campaigns, and the butcher killed
it most reluctantly only when the garrison was starving. Right: A convalescent playing with the squirrels in Regent's Park.

The Great Dominion Ready for Emergencies

Though Canada has sent so many of her best soldiers to fight in Flanders, the Dominion has not left itself unready in the event of
emergency. This photograph shows a number of the 7th Brigade Canadian Militia and Home Guards at manoeuvres.

Canadian Home Service men are learning the art of modern warfare to defend the Dominion if it should become necessary at any
time. in this illustration the 58th Westmount Rifles are shown in training and advancing " under fire."

Mounted Canadian patrol, composed of men of the 13th Scottish Light Dragoons, on the manoeuvre field. The way in width
Canadians have responded to the call of the Motherland is one of the greatest challenges to German ambition.
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Gallant Serbia Again Takes the Balkan Field

The Serbian veterans have now returned to the Macedonian
front. These two photographs show them respectively en route
and singing martial airs.

All the Serbians have been reclothed and refitted in Corfu, and though they have already been through one terrible campaign,
these born fighters were naturally keen to get to the front line again. This photograph shows our undaunted allies crossing
a bridge on their way to the zone of operations.
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Rebuilding a Depressed Gasbag at Salonika

King Ferdinand's presentation Zeppelin, brought down near Salonika by a British sailor's excelleritshot, is being rebuilt by our
French friends. The aluminium framework is seen, also some
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Com. L. H. SHORE,
H.M.S. Invincible.

Lieut.-Com. J. S. WILSON,
H.M.S. Indefatigable.

Lt.-Com. H. R. C. FEILDING,
H.M.S. Defence.

Lt.-Com. E. S. OSBOURNE, Lt.-Cm. G.MURRAY-BROWNE, Lieut. V. A. EWART,
H.M.S. Queen Mary.
H.M.S Indefatigable.
H.M.S. Invincible.

Lieut. G. H. V. BAYFIELD,
H.M.S. Black Prince.

Shore., navigation officer, was the second son of Commander the
(--lommander L.
•••-.4 Hon. Henry Noel Shore, and a nephew of Lord .Teigninouth. - Entering the
service in 1898, he served in China as aide-de-camp to the late Admiral, then Commander,
Cradock, and was mentioned in despatches.
Lieut. Frank Power O'Reilly was Flag-Lieutenant to Rear-Admiral Hood, and a nephew
of Mr, Frank Power, the " Times " correspondent at Khartoum, who sent the despatches
through which the only news of Khartoum and Gordon came.
Lieut. Maurice John Bethell was the second son of Vice-Admiral the Hon. Sir Alexander
Bethell. He entered the Royal Naval College, Osborne. in 1907, and passed second out
of the Britannia, obtaining the first prize for mathematics. In the beginning of the war
Lieut. Bethel' served on the Aurora, and was present at the Dogger Bank action.
Major Robert Crosthwaite Colquhoun, R.M.L.I.. son of the late Rev. R. Colquhoun,
chaplain, and Mrs. Colquhoun, Durrne, Cheltenham, was assistant to the Professor of
Fortifications at the Royal Naval College, Greenwich, from 1902 to 1905.
Midshipman the lion. Barnard Michael Bailey was the youngest son of Lord Clanusk.
Lieut.-Commander the Hon. Hugh C. R. Fending was the second son of the Earl and
Countess of Denbigh. He was a particularly brilliant officer, having gained the coveted
" six ones " in his examination for lieutenant, and he was awarded the Beaufort and
Wharton testimonials for navigation.

Lieut. J. A. KEMP,
H.M.S. Tipperary.

Major R. C. COLQUHOUN,
H.M.S. Invincible.

Sub.-Lieut. C. R. de V. LAW,
H.M.S. Indefatigable.

Lieut. M. J. BETHELL,
H.M.S. Nestor.

Lieut.-Com. P. WHITFIELD
H.M.S. Nomad.

Lieut. C. E. F. EGAN,
H.M.S. Ardent.

Lieut. F. P. O'REILLY.
H.M.S. Invincible.

Eng.-Sub.-Lt. C. P. TANNER, Fleet-Surgeon F. A. CAPPS
H.M.S. Indefatigable.
H.M.S. Defence.

Mid. Hon. B. M. BAILEY,
Secretary R. H. CARTER,
Fleet-Paym. W. W. ALTON,
H.M.S. Defence.
H.M.S. Defence.
H.M.S. Defence.
(Portraits by Russell, Swaine, Speaight.)

Mid. W. N. EDEN,
H.M.S. Indefatigable.
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Deeds Not Words for God and King and Country

In a great naval battle the number of killed bievitably exceeds greatly that of the wounded, since there is small chance to pick up
floating lsurvivors from ships sent to the bottom. Theee two photographs show some of the survivors from the Jutland battle.

Charles Hope, one of the six survivors from the Shark, the destroyer that was one
of the first in the fight, and sank while firing. Right: " Lyddite," the Shark's cat.

Hew the Navy begins the day. Morning prayers aboard H.M.S. Shark. The exploit of this ship will become one of the most cherished
traditions of the British Navy. This photograph gives intensity to the meaning of the motto " For God and King and Country."
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THRILLING CHARGE OF THE COSSACKS.— in the fighting between General Brussiloff
and General Linsingen in South—Eastern Galicia cavalry were given an opportunitY
of which they had been deprived too long to suit their pleasure. The Russians delivered
a staggering punch which sent the Austrians reeling. Attacks were repeated with rapid
ferocity and the line was broken. Then the Cossacks were let loose, 'They poured through
the breaches made in the enemy front. rejoicing to be in the saddle again with work to do,

and wrought fearful havoc. Some regiments penetrated by long gallops into the rear and
put everyone they could find to death or flight. Then they met retreating Austrians and
rode through them again and again, spearing and slashing them. The cavalry captured
many guns, and the regiments out off were forced to surrender. Among the prisoners taken
were many Germans, thus confirming the report that German forces had been sent from
the Pripet front to try to check the Austrian rout.

